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Executive Summary - Abstract 

The purpose of this Deliverable is to provide the 5G ESSENCE Overall System Architecture and 

Specifications. With the aim of consolidating the “outcomes” of 5G PPP Phase-1 into the 

overall architecture, particularly of SESAME project, this deliverable focuses on areas ranging 

from the physical layer to overall architecture, network management and software networks. 

The deliverable presents novel trends and key technological enablers, capitalising on 

experiences from other 5G-PPP Phase-1 projects, key design recommendations identified by 

the end-users, and the baseline architecture that facilitates 5G-PPP Phase-2 projects.  

5G ESSENCE has the ambition of responding to a wide range of service and applications, which 

will be further elaborated for the three (-3-) demos that will be supported. The 5G ESSENCE 

architecture will also enable new business cases and the integration of other vertical 

industries.  

Deliverable D2.2 is the second specification document of the 5G ESSENCE project, which 

presents the current outcomes of Task 2.2, with regard to the design and specification of the 

5G ESSENCE overall system architecture. The aim has been to produce an architectural 

proposal which fulfils most key Small Cell- and NFV-related requirements, implements all use 

cases defined in D2.1 and, at the same time, allows implementation in a relatively short 

timeframe with reasonable technical complexity. 

Considering the use cases and requirements laid out in D2.1 as well as the state-of-the-art in 

similar initiatives, including standardisation trends, a high-level overall architecture is 

proposed, which encompasses all the component entities of the 5G ESSENCE system. The 

architecture is structured by “merging” the two main 5G ESSENCE worlds, namely the Small 

Cells featuring the LTE/5G network and the NFV environment. 

At the same time, the main concepts of 5G ESSENCE dedicated to the implementation of 

Cloud-Enabled Small Cells (CESCs) are presented, so as to deliver edge cloud computing in a 

multi-service ecosystem. The 5G ESSENCE concept is analysed at the component/sub-system 

and system level. At the component/sub-system level, we detail our plan to deploy multi-

operator enabled small cells, enhanced with a virtualised execution platform while, at the 

system level, we present the envisaged architecture to manage and control the cloud-enabled 

small cell infrastructure. 

Compliance with the current Small Cell Forum, 5G and the ETSI NFV ISG vision is sought at all 

stages of system design, especially concerning the terminology and the main architectural 

blocks, while several extensions are proposed. 

 
5G-PPP Disclaimer:  
This Deliverable has been prepared by the 5G Initiative, via an inter 5G-PPP project collaboration. 
As such, the contents represent the consensus achieved between the contributors to the report 
and do not claim to be the opinion of any specific participant organisation in the 5G-PPP initiative 
or any individual member organisation of the 5G-Infrastructure Association. 
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Glossary 

Acronym Explanation 

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

4G 4th Generation  of Mobile (and Wireless) Communications 

5G 5th Generation of Mobile (and Wireless) Communications 

5GC 5G core 

5G-PPP 5th Generation-Public Private Partnership 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

AF Application Function 

AMF Access and Mobility Management Function 

AP Access Point 

API Application Programming Interface 

AR Augmented Reality 

AS Application Server 

AUSF Authentication Server Function 

BBU Baseband Unit 

BF Broadband Forum 

BMSC Broadcast Multicast Service Centre 

BS Base Station 

BSS Business Support System 

C3 Central Controller and Coordinator 

C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network 

CAPEX, capex Capital Expenditures 

CC Cloud Computing 

CCO Coverage and Capacity Optimisation 

CESC Cloud Enabled Small Cell 

CESCM CESC Manager 

CI Class Identifier 

CM Configuration Management 

CMS Content Management System 

CN Core Network 
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CNV Centralised Network View 

CoMP Coordinated Multi-Point 

CP Control Plane 

CPE Customer premises Equipment 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CQI Channel Quality Indicator 

cRAN centralised RAN 

cRRM centralised Radio Resource Management 

CSDPS Coordinated Scheduling and Dynamic Point Selection 

CSMF Communication Service Management Function 

cSON centralised SON 

CSP Cloud Service Provider 

CSU Cloud Service User 

CWMP CPE WAN Management Protocol 

CU Central Unit 

CU Centralised Unit 

DB Database 

DC Data Centre 

DN Data Network 

DNS Domain Name System 

DP Data Plane 

DPDK Data Plane Development Kit 

DPI Deep Packet Inspection 

dRRM distributed RRM 

dSON distributed SON 

DU Distributed Unit 

E2E End-to-End 

E-UTRA Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

EC European Commission  

eICIC enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination 

eMBB enhanced Mobile BroadBand 

eMBMS evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service 
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EM Element Manager 

EMS Element Management System 

eNB evolved Node B 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

ePDG evolved Packet Data Gateway 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards institute 

EU European Union 

EUTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network 

EVO Edge Video Orchestrator 

EVO-MO EVO Master Orchestrator 

FCAPS Fault Configuration Accounting Performance Security 

FM Fault Management 

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array 

GA Grant Agreement  

GCN Gateway Core Network 

GFDM Generalised Frequency-Division Multiplexing 

gNB New Radio NodeB 

GMS Group Management System 

GPP General Purpose Platform 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GS Group Specification 

GTP GPRS Tunneling Protocol 

GUI Graphics User Interface 

GW Gateway 

H2020 Horizon 2020 

HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest 

HD High Definition 

HetNet Heterogeneous Network 

HMN Heterogeneous Mobile Network 

HPC High Performance Computing 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
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HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 

HW Hardware 

ICIC InterCell Interference Coordination 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

IDMS Integrated Database Management System 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

IFEC In-Flight Entertainment and Connectivity 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 

IoT Internet of Things 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPSec Internet Protocol Secure 

iSC iJOIN Small Cell 

ISG Industry Specification  Group 

ISG Industry Standards Group 

ISV Independent Software Vendor 

IT Information Technology 

ITIL IT Infrastructure Library 

JR Joint Reception 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

KVM Kernel-based Virtual Machine 

LAA Licensed Assisted Access 

LAN Local Area Network 

LBO Local Break Out 

LCM Least Common Multiple 

LLC Low Latency Communications 

LNV Local Network View 

LS Location Service 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LWA LTE-WiFi integration 

LWIP LTE-WiFi integration over IP 

M2M Machine-to-Machine 

MAC Medium Access Control 
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MANO Management and Orchestration 

MBB Mobile BroadBand 

MBMS Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service 

MC Mission-Critical 

MCPTT Mission-Critical Push-to-Talk 

ME Mobile Edge 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

MEC Multi-access Edge Computing 

mIoT massive Internet of Things 

ML Machine Learning 

MME Mobility Management Entity 

MOCN Multi-Operator Core Network 

MON Monitoring 

MORAN Multi-Operator Radio Access Network 

N2VC Network Service to VNF Communication 

NAS Non Access Stratum 

NE Network Element 

NEF Network Exposure Function 

nFAPI Network Functional API 

NF Network Function 

NFV Network Function Virtualisation 

NFVI NFV Infrastructure 

NFVIaaS NFV Infrastructure as a Service 

NG Next Generation 

NGMN Next Generation Mobile Network 

NG-RAN Next Generation Radio Access Network 

NM Network Manager 

NMS Network Management System 

NO Network Operator 

NR New Radio 

NRF NF Repository Function 

NRM Network Resource Model 
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NS Network Service 

NSA Non-Standalone 

NSI Network Slice Instance 

NSMF Network Slice Management Function 

NSO Network Service Orchestration 

NSSI Network Slice Subnet Instance 

NSSMF Network Slice Subnet Management Function 

NSSF Network Slice Selection Function 

OAM Operation Administration and Management 

ODL OpenDayLight 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 

OMA Open Mobile Alliance 

ONOS Open Network Operating System 

OODA observe, orient, decide and act 

OPEX, opex Operating Expenses 

OSM Open Source MANO 

OSS Operation Support System 

OTT Over-The-Top 

PaaS Platform as a Service 

PCF Policy Control Function 

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol 

PDG Packet Data Gateway 

PED PErsonal Device 

PHY Physical Layer 

PLMN Public Land Mobile Network 

PM Performance Management 

PNF Physical Network Function 

PoC Proof of Concept 

PON Passive Optical Network 

PoP Point of Presence 

PPP Public Private Partnership 

PS Public Safety 
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PWS Public Warning System 

QCI QoS Class Identifier 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RANaaS RAN-as-a-service  

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RIA Research and Innovation Action 

RF Radiofrequency 

RLC Radio Link Control 

RM&O Resource Management and Operations 

RNC Radio Network Controller 

RNIS Radio Network Information Service 

RO Resource Orchestrator 

RRC Radio Resource Control 

RRM Radio Resources Management 

RRU Radio Resource Unit 

RT Radio Transceiver 

RT Real-Time 

RTC Real-Time Controller 

RTCP RTP Control Protocol 

RTP Real-time Transport Protocol 

S-GW Serving Gateway 

S-NSSAI Single Network Slice Selection Assistance Information 

SA Standalone 

SC Small Cell 

SCaaS Small Cell as-a-Service 

SCF Small Cell Forum 

SCNO Small Cell Network Operator 

SD Slice Differentiator 

SD Software-Defined  

SDAP Service Data Adaptation Protocol 
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SDK Software Development Kit 

SDN Software-Defined Networking 

SDO Standards Development Organisation 

SD-RAN Software-Defined Radio Access Network 

SFC Service Function Chaining 

SIP Session Initiation Protocol 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SM&O Service Management and Operations 

SME Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise 

SMF Session Management Function 

SNV Slice-specific Network View 

SO Service Orchestrator 

SON Self-Organising Network 

SRS Sounding Reference Signal 

SST Slice/Service type 

SW Software 

SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats 

TN Transport Node 

TR Technical Report 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 

TS Technical Specification 

TTI Transmission Time Interval 

UDM Unified Data Management 

UC Use Case 

UE User Equipment 

UFMC Universal Filtered Multi Carrier 

UHD Ultra-High Definition 

UI User Interface 

UP User Plane 

UPF User Plane Function 

uRLLC ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications 

V&V Validation and Verification 
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VA Video Analytics 

VCA VNF Communication and Abstraction 

VIM Virtualised Infrastructure Manager 

VLC Visible Light Communication 

VM Virtual Machine 

VNF Virtual  Network Function 

VNFC VNF Component 

VPON Virtual PON 

VPN Virtual Private Network 

VR Virtual Reality 

VSCNO Virtual Small Cell Network Operator 

VTU Video Transcoding Unit 

WAN Wide Area Network 

WiFi Wireless Fidelity 

WG Working Group 

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 

WP Work Package 

WWW, www World Wide Web 

ZOOM Zero-touch, Orchestration, Operations and Management 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Basic concepts 

During 5G-PPP Phase-1, the ongoing SESAME project1 evolved the small cell (SC) concept by 

integrating processing power (i.e., a low-cost micro-server) and by enabling the execution of 

applications and network services, in accordance to the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm. 

It also provides network intelligence and applications by leveraging the Network Function 

Virtualisation (NFV) concept. The SESAME platform consists of one or more clusters of “Cloud – 

Enabled” Small Cells (CESCs), which are devices that include both the processing power platform 

and the small cell unit. CESCs can be deployed at low- and medium-scale venues and support 

multiple network operators (i.e.: multitenancy) and further, network services and applications at 

the edge of the network.  

In this context, SESAME has developed several small cell related functions as Virtualised Network 

Functions (VNFs), such as the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) en-/de-capsulation of data packets. 

Also, SESAME has demonstrated so far that some network - related functions (such as content 

caching, firewalls and monitoring) perform adequately well when running as VNFs in the 

developed micro-server infrastructure (coined as “Light Data Centre” -Light DC-).  

The 5G ESSENCE project leverages results from the prior SESAME project, as well as from other 

5G-PPP Phase-1 projects (mainly COHERENT2, SPEED 5G3, and SONATA4), in order to provide an 

evolution of the SESAME platform and to “meet” the 5G-PPP Phase-2 requirements (i.e.: to cover 

the specific network needs of the vertical sectors and their inter-dependencies). The 5G ESSENCE 

project enhances the processing capabilities for data that have immediate value beyond locality; 

it also addresses the processing-intensive small cell management functions, such as Radio 

Resource Management (RRM)/Self Organising Network (SON) and, finally; it culminates with real 

life demonstrations. For all the above, the 5G ESSENCE suggests clear breakthroughs in the 

research fields of wireless access, network virtualisation, and end-to-end (E2E) service delivery. 

The existing virtualised resources of small cells will be exploited to their full potential and in a 

dynamic way, supporting extremely low-latency and the delivery of high-performance services, 

greater network resiliency, and substantial capacity gains at the access network for the next 5G 

stage. To achieve these important goals, the 5G ESSENCE will build on the SESAME project by 

developing a distributed edge cloud environment (coined as “Edge Data Centre” -Edge DC-), based 

on a two-tier architecture: the first tier (i.e.: Light DC), will remain distributed inside the CESCs for 

providing latency-sensitive services to users directly from the network’s edge. The second tier will 

be a more centralised, “high-scale” cloud, namely the Main Data Centre (Main DC), which will 

provide high processing power for computing intensive network applications. It will also have a 

more centralised view so as to host efficient Quality of Service (QoS) - enabled scheduling 

algorithms. Both these cloud tiers will form the Edge DC in the 5G ESSENCE terminology, which 

                                                           

1
  SESAME (“Small cEllS coordinAtion for Multitenancy and Edge services”) 5G-PPP Project, Grant Agreement 

No.671596. For more details, also see: http://www.sesame-h2020-5g-ppp.eu/. 
2
  For more details about the COHERENT 5G-PPP project see: http://www.ict-coherent.eu/. 

3
  For more details about the SPEED 5G project of the 5G-PPP framework, see: https://speed-5g.eu/. 

4
  For more details about the SONATA 5G-PPP project see: http://www.sonata-nfv.eu/. 

http://www.sesame-h2020-5g-ppp.eu/
http://www.ict-coherent.eu/
https://speed-5g.eu/
http://www.sonata-nfv.eu/
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will be viewed as an integrated cloud infrastructure from the upper management and 

orchestration layers. 

On the domain of hardware technologies, the processing power attached to small cells brings new 

capabilities to the network, as well as new challenges. In addition, the placement of low 

power/low cost processors to small cells, even with hardware acceleration, will be revised from 

the perspective of the 5G ESSENCE. Although the Cloud-Enabled Small Cell (CESC) platform in 

SESAME is based on non-x86 architectures5 (ARMv86), the potential use of x86-based, low-cost 

and low-power processors will also be leveraged due to their efficiency (small form factor, low 

powered, passively cooled, low price) and their important share in the market. 

The research domains mentioned cover only the technical aspects of the proposed 5G ESSENCE 

activities. However, a significant part of the project is also devoted to the actual demonstration of 

the outcomes in vertical industries, as they have been identified by 5G-PPP [1]. In order to 

showcase that 5G will be able to create a whole new ecosystem for technical and business 

innovation, the 5G ESSENCE unifies computing and storage resources into a programmable and 

unified small cell infrastructure that can be provided as-a-Service to all related stakeholders. To 

that end, it provides a clear plan for real life demonstrations in the fields of: (i) 

multimedia/entertainment; (ii) mission critical communications at emergency events, and; (iii) in-

flight connectivity and entertainment. 

In addition to actual demonstrations, the 5G ESSENCE is expected to accommodate a much wider 

range of use cases (UCs), especially in terms of ameliorated latency, resilience, coverage and 

bandwidth. One of its major innovations is that it provides E2E network and cloud infrastructure 

slices over the same physical infrastructure, in order to fulfil vertical-specific requirements as well 

as mobile broadband services, in parallel.  

 

Figure 1: 5G ESSENCE Functional Architecture 

 

                                                           

5
  The x86 is a family of backward compatible instruction set architectures based on the Intel 8086 CPU and its Intel 

8088 variant. More related information can be found, for example, at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X86. 
6
  For more details also see, inter-alia: https://developer.arm.com/docs/100026/latest/programmers-model/armv8-r-

architecture-concepts. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X86
https://developer.arm.com/docs/100026/latest/programmers-model/armv8-r-architecture-concepts
https://developer.arm.com/docs/100026/latest/programmers-model/armv8-r-architecture-concepts
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The 5G ESSENCE effort “opens the door” to venue owners, e.g., municipalities, stadiums, site 

owners, and virtually anyone who manages a property and can install and run a local Small Cell 

network, to deploy a low cost infrastructure and to act as “neutral host network and service 

provider”. Although probably none of such entities would offer static network coverage, many of 

them could foresee adequate chances for profits generated by exploiting the 5G ESSENCE 

concepts of multitenant small cells, able to provide wireless network coverage coupled with 

added-value services in close proximity to customers and visitors that belong to multiple network 

operators and vertical industries. 

Figure 1 provides a high-level architecture of the 5G ESSENCE according to the two-tier approach 

explained above. The specific components and the interfaces are described in more detail in 

Section 4, where the key innovations inherited by SESAME architecture are also highlighted at a 

deeper technical level.  

At the network’s edge, each CESC is able to host one or more service VNFs, directly applying to 

the users of a specific operator. Similarly, VNFs can be instantiated inside the Main DC and be 

parts of a Service Function Chaining (SFC) procedure. The Light DC can be used to implement 

different functional splits of the Small Cells as well as to support the mobile edge applications of 

the end-users. At the same time, the 5G ESSENCE proposes the development of small cell 

management functions as VNFs, which run in the Main DC and coordinate a fixed pool of shared 

radio resources, instead of considering that each small cell station has its own set of resources.  

The CESC Manager (CESCM) is responsible for coordinating and supervising the use, the 

performance, and the delivery of both radio resources and services. It controls the interactions 

between the infrastructure (CESCs, Edge DC) and the network operators. Also, it handles Service 

Level Agreements (SLAs) while, on an architectural basis, CESCM encompasses telemetry and 

analytics as fundamental tools for efficiently managing the overall network. The Virtualised 

Infrastructure Manager (VIM) is responsible for controlling the NFV Infrastructure (NFVI), which 

includes the computing, storage and network resources of the Edge DC. 

It should be mentioned that the 5G ESSENCE does not only propose the development and 

adaptation of the multitenant CESC platform, the virtualisation infrastructure and the 

centralisation of the software-defined radio resource management described above. It also 

addresses several aspects that affect performance in 5G virtualised environments such as virtual 

switching, VNF migration, and Machine Learning algorithms, which allow orchestrating diverse 

types of lightweight virtual resources. 

Last but not least, it is worth noting that the abovementioned two-tier architecture of the 5G 

ESSENCE is well aligned with the current views on 5G architecture described by 5G-PPP in [2], 

where the infrastructure programmability and the split of control and user planes are identified as 

two key logical architecture design paradigms for 5G. First, the 5G ESSENCE achieves 

infrastructure programmability by leveraging the virtualised computation resources available at 

the Edge DC. These resources will be used for hosting VNFs tailored according to the needs of 

each tenant, on a per-slice basis. Second, the Main DC allows centralising and softwarising control 

plane small cell functions to enable more efficient utilisation of radio resources coordinated 

among multiple CESCs. In addition to the abovementioned aspects, the 5G ESSENCE contributes 

to other 5G architectural concepts identified in [2] such as, for example, the realisation of the 

network slicing concept, which is a fundamental requirement of the 5G ESSENCE for enabling that 

multiple tenants and vertical industries share the same CESC infrastructure. 
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1.2 Definitions of Terms and 5G ESSENCE concepts 

At this point, it is useful to provide definitions of terms and processes that will be used later in this 

document to describe the 5G ESSENCE main concepts. Besides, for the definition of actors and 

their interactions the reader can refer to D2.1. 

 Small Cell: Does not change in the context of the 5G ESSENCE. 

 Execution infrastructure, micro-server: Specific hardware that is placed inside (probably) 

the Small Cell and provides processing power (also maybe some memory and storage 

capabilities).  

 CESC (Cloud Enabled Small Cell): The Small Cell device, which includes a micro-server in 

hardware form. 

 Cluster of CESCs: A group of CESCs that are co-located, exchange information and are 

properly coordinated. As a trivial case, one CESC can be called as a CESC cluster.  

 Light Data Centre (Light DC): The hardware entity composed by the micro-servers of the 

CESCs forming a cluster.  

 Main Data Centre: The second cloud tier with a more centralised, “high-scale” cloud. 

 Edge Data Centre: The 5G ESSENCE two-tier, distributed edge cloud environment. 

 CESC Manager (CESCM): The architectural component in charge of managing and 

orchestrating the cloud environment of the Light DC, as well as managing the small cell 

functions. It can manage at the same time multiple clusters, a cluster or a single CESC.  

 VIM: Manager of the HW and networking resources (lifecycle, provision, placement, 

operation) constituting of a cluster of edge-data centers, micro-servers, namely the Light 

DC and the Main DC, and the networking nodes and links (virtual and physical). 
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2 Survey on 5G Small Cell Networks & Edge Cloud Concepts 

2.1 Small Cell Forum (SCF) 

 Small Cell Forum7 has published number of informative documents that highlight various aspects 

of the small cell networks and virtualisation.  

 

The document [3] about small cell virtualisation functional splits and use-cases provides valuable 

insights on the potential location of interface points across the L3-L1 functions. With each 

potential demarcation point a SWOT analysis has been presented to provide comments on 

benefits and drawbacks of having a “cut” of the eNB stack splitting the functions into the “lower 

part” (remote small cell radio units) and the “upper part” (i.e., centralised RAN). 

  

The ultimate solution is to have only the “RF” part at the RRU while all the L3-L1 BBU shifted to 

the virtualised section – this is the “pure” cloud-RAN solution that gives highest number of 

benefits from centralisation and cooperative processing. Still its main drawback is the maximum 

level of allowed latency (250us) and demanding throughput values (1-2Gb/s). The document 

refers to the different virtualisation use-cases defined in the ETSI document [4], but selects the 

use case #6 “Virtualisation of the mobile base station”. The analysis moves from the top layers of 

the 3GPP8 stack and moves functions from remote small cell to the central small cell.   

 

The most interesting “splits” considering the 5G ESSENCE objectives seem to be: “PDCP split”, 

“split MAC” and “MAC-PHY” with the ultimate “L1 PHY” options (multiple splits are possible 

within PHY itself, leading to various latency/signalling rates). The “split MAC” solution divides 

MAC into a scheduler at the top and the HARQ present at remote radio unit. This is the first 

solution that provides capabilities of the “centralised scheduler” with enhanced capability for 

coordinating transmissions across multiple remote small cells. An interesting value of this solution 

is the relaxed latency and signalling rates (up to 30ms). A step forward is the “MAC-PHY” version, 

where the HARQ scheduler is also centralised. The main difference between the two options is 

mostly the maximum allowed latency level. The “MAC-PHY” option may require at maximum 2ms 

latency threshold, while the “split MAC” option relaxes the real-time constraints to the level of 

the so called “non-ideal” delays of 30ms. Other splits that separate various baseband processing 

functions (L1 PHY) are prohibitive from the required bandwidth perspective (1-2 Gb/s) and 

allowed latency of 250us.  As presented in the document also NGMN have examined architectures 

for very dense, low power, small cell networks. The EU project iJOIN9 also analyses various 

functional split options between the RAN-as-a-service (RANaaS) an iJOIN small cell (iSC). For each 

of the above mentioned “splits”, the document provides description with respect to all the key 

components and their functionalities (virtualised small cell, remote small cell radio unit) together 

with key capabilities, benefits and focus areas for further study. Especially the latter element can 

be valuable to be considered e.g. in the scope of WP2/WP3 specification works. In the 5G 

                                                           

7
  For more details also see: https://www.smallcellforum.org/.  

8
  See: http://www.3gpp.org/. 

9
  For more details about this project also see: http://www.ict-ijoin.eu/. 

https://www.smallcellforum.org/
http://www.3gpp.org/
http://www.ict-ijoin.eu/
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ESSENCE, the “lower part” of the radio functions is located at the “Light DC” while the central part 

fits into the picture as the “Main DC”.  

 

Another document that may be considered for architectural specifications within the project is 

the [5] “Integrated HetNet architecture framework”. It highlights that in small cell deployments 

that interact with surrounding macro-cellular network, coordination of Self-Organizing Network 

(SON) features is critical for maximising the benefits. These networks often operate over 

untrusted back-haul networks, such as the public IP networks, which requires an encrypted 

connection from the small cell to the operator’s core network. Moreover, unlike in the macro-

cellular cases, the transport for small cells may have associated service level agreements that 

differ significantly from those used in the macro-cellular case, and may be shared with other 

services (as in residential or enterprise cases). Furthermore, because of the lower number of end-

points being served by a small cell, the transport requirements on the back-haul may experience 

higher peak-to-mean ratios when compared with traffic supported over the back-haul network 

supporting the macro network (i.e. statistical multiplexing resulting from large number of users is 

limited). For these reasons, the dynamic management of the back-haul of small cells is an 

important aspect to be considered in the deployment of an Integrated HetNet. Indeed, as such 

networks are deployed on as-needed and ad-hoc basis and in large numbers potentially dedicated 

small cell management systems should be leveraged for automated provisioning, operations 

(including the complete FCAPS) as well as “plug and play” SON features. Other variations of the 

small cell network architecture include stand-alone networks that incorporate certain switching 

and core network functionalities [6], small cell networks dedicated to delivering public safety 

services and IoT-specific networks. These are particularly useful for emergency communications 

and for remote industrial applications, such as mining industries, etc. 

 

As regards WiFi and cellular interworking in the access, the “[…] choice of architecture depends on 

whether the WiFi network is “trusted” or “untrusted” by the 3GPP operator. When it is trusted, 

interfaces are defined between the Wi-Fi network and the 3GPP core network, e.g., according to 

[7], for the purposes of not only accessing the services offered by the core network, but also for 

user authentication and billing. When the Wi-Fi network is untrusted, a secure IPSec tunnel is 

established directly between the UE and the ePDG element in the 3GPP core network, similar to a 

VPN connection over untrusted networks.” In this light it is also worth mentioning that the HetNet 

paradigm considers the sharing of unlicensed spectrum between the two technologies (LAA – 

Licensed Assisted Access, LWA - LTE-WiFi integration and LWIP - LTE WiFi integration over IP). 

Such architectures were standardised under the Release 13 of the 3GPP standardisation. The 

aspects of multi-RAT RAN have also been described in the D2.1, section 3.4.3 (Multi-RAT RAN). 

 

It is worth noting after [5] that owing to the HetNet concept the service quality management in 

the scope of small cells with virtualisation and cloud-RAN provides means for composite network 

performance as well as increased individual level performance can be delivered (“customer 

experience management”). Furthermore, the enhanced composite service optimisation capability 

(via “self-X” paradigm) necessitates information sharing across neighbouring domains, further 

reinforcing a shift from siloed management systems. But compared to the legacy OSS systems 

multi-domain HetNet will require management systems that are enhanced with real-time 
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analytics functionality to support automated decisions integrating a centralized SON (cSON) 

function capable of performing this coordination and internal optimization. Often, the more real-

time efficiency a management function provides, the more value it can bring to operations. The 

target, high-level architecture supporting the automation of HetNet is provided in the document 

(and shown in Figure 2 below). Such approach is well aligned with the WP4 goals of providing 

telemetry and analytics functionalities to support RRM operations. 

It can be seen that orchestration (and configuration) on one hand, and analytics on the other, are 

exposed via API(s) towards automation services and experience management/visualisation on the 

other.  

Figure 2: High level architecture supporting the automation of HetNet 

 

As the authors of [5] indicate, architectures similar to the one proposed above exist already, one 

of which is the complementary TM Forum’s ZOOM (zero-touch, orchestration, operations and 

management), which is addressing requirements to be able to manage a composite service that 

may be comprised of multiple-technologies which can be flexibly combined, i.e., into a HetNet. 

TM Forum10 goes beyond just access optimisation and recognises the need to apply optimisations 

across the end-to-end network. For that reason, it defines the catalyst programme “Closing the 

loop – customer experience, policy and virtualisation” that is built around the well-known OODA 

concept11 (observe, orient, decide and act). In principle, such approach is in line with the current 

trends of holistic approach to network optimisation and management, with the ITIL12 de facto 

standard being one of the representative approaches well recognised across the telco industries. 

Such approaches have recently also been applied to service oriented middleware in tactical 

                                                           

10
  TM Forum is the global industry association that drives collaboration and collective problem-solving to maximize the 

business success of communication and digital service providers and their ecosystem of suppliers. For more details, 
also see: https://www.tmforum.org/. 

11
  For more details see, among others: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop. 

12
  For more details, also see: http://os.itil.org/en/vomkennen/itil/ueberblick/index.php. 

https://www.tmforum.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
http://os.itil.org/en/vomkennen/itil/ueberblick/index.php
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networks, with ad-hoc nodes hosting a SOA-oriented middleware [8]. It is worth underlining that 

the TM Forum’s approach to enable multi-domain optimisation should be considered together 

with the ETSI NFV architectural framework and the 3GPP slice - related management functions. 

The latter have been already described in the D2.1, section 3.4.1. Moreover, the telemetry and 

analytics functionality foreseen on the 5G ESSENCE has been described in section 3.4.6 of the D2.1 

document. Based on such an approach, the analytics system (connected with the service level 

management) is able to correlate the various degraded performance metrics in case of failures 

(composite view) and to identify the root cause. 

 

Figure 3: The proposed high-level integration 

 

The proposed high-level integration of the TMF’s approach to holistic service quality management 

(see the red contour in Figure 3), of the ETSI NFV framework (blocks outside the red contour) 

should be considered in the target of the 5G ESSENCE architecture specification in order to enable 

effective optimisation aligned with the FCAPS functionalities and to provide holistic QoS/QoE 

driven slice management. Still the question on the definition of appropriate interfaces of the 

proposed TMF’s enhancements (SM&O, RM&O blocks in the figure) remains open and should be 

addressed in the technical specification documents of task T2.4. The various locations of NFVI 

PoPs are depicted in the figure provided in the document, spanning from the edge to core. 

However, the three different deployment scenarios for MEC are:  

- MEC server located at the LTE macro base station (BS) site. 

- MEC server located at the multi-technology (3G/LTE) cell aggregation site. 

- MEC server located at the radio network controller (RNC) site. 

 

On the other hand, it is acknowledged that there is a need for alignment between the MEC 

standardisation and SCF. One of the interesting points that should be considered is the MEC and 

HetNet optimisation options that are introduced with the advent of small cells and virtualisation. 

Various architectural options are presented (centralised, distributed) concerning the perspective 
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of MEC requirements which focus especially upon real-time back-haul optimisation (e.g. shaping, 

rerouting) based on the introduction of SON-like optimisation application that in parallel reads 

data/measurements from back-haul and RAN. It should be noted that ETSI ISG MEC does not 

specify the exact interface to the back-haul. Concerning broader SON functionality, MEC assumes 

that the SON application can subscribe to the related radio information including:  

- Up-to-date radio network conditions data;  

- measurement and statistics information related to the user and control planes;  

- Information (e.g. UE context and radio access bearers) related to UEs served by the radio 

node(s) associated with the mobile edge host;  

- changes on information related to UEs served by the radio node(s) associated with the 

mobile edge host. 

Reference [9] deals with MORAN and MOCN 3GPP standards and describes the host neutral small 

cells barriers and challenges that sit in front of operators and deployment options. Especially the 

various sharing options for also DAS and multi-tenant PNF parented to isolated VNFs are 

presented in section 7.1. Small Cell Forum is working to define nFAPI, a multi-vendor standardized 

interface between the physical and virtual elements of a small cell network. This would enable 

multi-operator management functions like resource allocation to be handled from a centralized 

controller, which could belong to a neutral host or a cloud-based service provider. That would 

greatly simplify the deployment and control of a cluster of small cells, or indeed a DAS. The nFAPI 

management model has been designed to enable initial configuration of the shared PNF through a 

common P9 OAM interface, which will then be used to configure the separate transport layer 

connections between the PNF and VNF. Further detailed configuration of the PHY will be 

performed by the VNF over the P5 interface. 

3GPP has recently published Technical Report (TR) 22.85213 which adds new use cases 

for enhanced RAN sharing and create normative requirements (and specifications) for 

OAM access for participating operators, support for load balancing, the generation and 

retrieval of usage and accounting information, on-demand capacity negotiation, 

handover functionality, interoperable SON and for PWS support over the shared RAN. Finally, it is 

interesting that this document ([9]) dedicates its whole chapter 8 to the SESAME project. 

As concluding remark on the SCF documents survey, it is worth mentioning that SCF annually 

nominates the outstanding small cell innovation of the year. Nominations are done by 

independent analysts and industry partners. The key requirement is that the innovation in small 

cells is commercially deployed. During the 2017 the following innovations were nominated (only 

the most related to the project merit are listed below): 

 Neutral Host Multi Operator Small Cell Solution (SUMO)14 by ip.access – solution allows 

operator to share active infrastructure and spectrum without losing control of the 

capacity each operator can offer to its customers  

 Open-nFAPI – open source project aims to accelerate the adoption of SCF’s nFAPI defined 

virtualised small cell architecture.  

                                                           

13
  3GPP TR 22.852: “Study on Radio Access Network (RAN) sharing enhancements”. For more details also see: 

https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=668. 
14

  See, for example: http://www.ipaccess.com/en/viper/multi-operator-small-cells. 

https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=668
http://www.ipaccess.com/en/viper/multi-operator-small-cells
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 Vodafone has delivered the CrowdCell solution that use macro radio to back-haul open-

access small cells15. As access to back-haul infrastructure is key barrier to small cell 

deployments and the solution eliminates the need for macro-cell upgrades and centralises 

coordinated SON control 

 Nokia in cooperation with China Mobile is providing the commercial deployment of a 

dense HetNet16. It provides small cell density down to 10-15 meters along with a MEC 

component included for video orchestration.  

SK Telekom (Korea) delivers the LTE-LAA (licensed assisted-access) for high-speed indoor small 

cells integrated with the macro network17. Moreover the solution improves interworking with the 

macro network by using a high layer functional split which moves all the real-time LTE processing 

to the LAA radio unit in order to reduce front-haul traffic 10-fold. 

  

                                                           

15
  For further details see, for example: http://www.silicon.co.uk/mobility/4g/vodafone-crowdcell-mobile-coverage-

216525?inf_by=5a972dd9671db84a178b5062 . 
16

  See, for example: https://www.telecompaper.com/news/nokia-china-mobile-to-jointly-explore-use-of-5g-for-
vertical-markets--1233479.  

17
  See: https://www.ericsson.com/en/news/2017/7/sk-telecom-reaches-1gbps-speeds-with-licensed-assisted-access.  

http://www.silicon.co.uk/mobility/4g/vodafone-crowdcell-mobile-coverage-216525?inf_by=5a972dd9671db84a178b5062
http://www.silicon.co.uk/mobility/4g/vodafone-crowdcell-mobile-coverage-216525?inf_by=5a972dd9671db84a178b5062
https://www.telecompaper.com/news/nokia-china-mobile-to-jointly-explore-use-of-5g-for-vertical-markets--1233479
https://www.telecompaper.com/news/nokia-china-mobile-to-jointly-explore-use-of-5g-for-vertical-markets--1233479
https://www.ericsson.com/en/news/2017/7/sk-telecom-reaches-1gbps-speeds-with-licensed-assisted-access
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2.2 Overview of ETSI MEC 

The network and communication technologies are constantly changing; we are moving towards a 

connected world where all devices are going to be connected with the concept of Internet of 

things (IoT). Business opportunities pose new use cases that involve new types of services that 

are not provided before, thus requiring new networking capability. Autonomous vehicles, 

augmented reality (AR) or robotics, require fast and reliable communications that create a vast 

amount of sensor data to be exchanged between the application and the surrounding 

environment. The only way to process that huge amount of data, produced by the IoT, is by 

distributing processing data at the edge of the network, close to where the data is generated. 

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is a new technology standardised in ETSI Industry 

Specification Group (ISG) [1] that brings an IT service environment and cloud-computing 

capabilities at the edge of the network within the Radio Access Network (RAN). By using this 

solution, services are closer to mobile subscribers, addressing lower latency, increasing the 

efficiency of network operations and service delivery, and multiplying the possible number of 

devices connected simultaneously. 

MEC is one of the keys to 5G transition [11], along with Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) and 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN). Using MEC, NFV and SDN offers a more flexible 

infrastructure where applications, services, functions and networks are programmable and 

reusable following general or specific features when and where needed. In addition, NFV and MEC 

are based on virtualised platforms and their architectures are almost similar, so operator’s 

investments on architecture can be used for hosting both MEC and VNF applications sharing the 

same platform. 

IT service provided by MEC will allow applications and services from mobile operators, service and 

content providers to be integrated across multi-vendor, multi-access edge computing platforms, 

leveraging load as popular and locally-relevant content where users are, lowering traffic and 

interactions with the core network and the cloud. 

A MEC environment is usually characterised by its low latency, proximity, high bandwidth and real 

time vision of the radio network and location information, creating value and profitable 

opportunities for mobile operators, application and content providers and increasing the Quality 

of Experience (QoE) for users that will see faster response on their connection requests and 

downloads. 

Data traffic is increasing constantly, as is the pressure on costs. Several changes have to be 

implemented in order to increase QoE, optimise resources and keep the whole system 

economically viable for companies that need to offer more secure, efficient and low latency 

connections to their customers. 

Using MEC will make operators able to capitalise their networks and authorise third-parties to use 

them and deploy applications and services concerning enterprises, vertical vendors and mobile 

subscribers in a fast, agile and flexible way. 

 

2.2.1 ETSI-MEC standard 

The MEC initiative is in an ISG which has been set up by big industry leaders (such as Huawei, IBM, 

Intel, Nokia Networks, NTT DOCOMO and Vodafone) which purpose is to create a standardised 
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open environment that will allow consistent and efficient integration of applications for service 

providers, third-parties and vendors transversely to multi-vendor Mobile-Edge Computing 

platforms and it is aligned with 3GPP, ETSI ISG NFV, 3GPP and with other related initiatives (inside 

and outside of ETSI), reusing existing specifications if possible. Mobile operators, Over-The-Top 

(OTT) players, application developers, Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), IT platform vendors, 

system integrators, technology providers and telecom equipment vendors will be benefited of 

delivering services and applications based on MEC concepts. 

Telco and IT-cloud worlds will be united under the MEC initiative providing cloud-computing and 

IT capabilities within the RAN. The elements required for this goal will be specified by MEC ISG, 

enabling applications and services to be hosted in a multi-vendor MEC “on top” of the mobile 

network elements (i.e., above the network layer). 

ISG is working actively in the process of standardisation of MEC with an important number of 

specifications established, as the reference architecture, Mobile Edge Computing framework and 

some generic principles important to understand the context of MEC. 

The main generic principles provided for MEC ISG are: 

 Alignment between NFV and MEC infrastructures 

 Mobility support and RAT switching for moving devices around mobile network. 

 Deployment independence between applications and services deployed 

 Simple and controllable API based on existing ones 

 Smart application location guided by requirements and efficiency 

The MEC framework (see Figure 4) decided by ISG is based on an infrastructure divided in three 

levels, that is: Mobile edge system level; Mobile edge host level, and; Network level. Mobile edge 

applications run in a virtualisation infrastructure near the network edge implemented by 

software-only entities. 

 

Figure 4: MEC framework infrastructure 
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The reference architecture (see Figure 5) exposes the functional elements that complete the 

mobile edge system and the reference points between them. It can be divided in two main levels: 

 Mobile edge system level, where third-parties can request to run application in the edge 

or outside it. 

 Mobile edge host level, where applications are deployed. 

 

In July 2017, the ETSI MEC released [12] the first package of standardised Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs) to support edge computing interoperability. It included general 

principles for mobile edge service APIs, application lifecycle management, mobile edge platform 

application enablement, Radio Network Information API for the Radio Network Information 

Service (RNIS) and Location API for the Location Service (LS). Those standards describe the design 

and patterns to expose of information for authorised third party applications, and “open up” the 

network. This approach accelerates the development of third-party apps.  

The standards are launched with a set of documentation with the design principles and patterns 

for developers to enable the interoperability with their applications and consistency with the 

platform management system. It included also two main key-values (i.e.: RNIS and LS), to further 

extend the virtualised infrastructure by expanding MEC capabilities into the RAN.   

 General principles for Mobile Edge Service APIs - GS MEC 009 [13]: It is a generic 

framework, application enablement for delivery services in the edge that reveals the 

processes for defining RESTful multi-access edge service APIs, including guidelines and 

templates for development and patterns of how mobile edge service APIs use RESTful 

principles18. 

                                                           

18
  For more details see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer. 

Figure 5: Mobile edge system reference architecture 
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 Mobile Edge Management; Part 2 - GS MEC 010-2 [14]: It includes the information of the 

lifecycle management flow in order to interoperate with the edge host. The interfaces of 

the application lifecycle, requirements and rules management are described. It also 

specifies the interfaces to connect the OSS and the Mobile Edge Orchestrator to manage 

the operational of the application for the on-boarding, pause and termination of the 

service in the edge infrastructure. 

 Mobile Edge Platform Application Enablement - GS MEC 011 [15]: Generic framework for 

application enablement for the delivery of services that can be consumed by other locally 

hosted or remote external application that are authorised to consume. Service-related 

functionality includes registration, discovery and event notifications. 

 Radio Network Information API - GS MEC 012 [16]: Defines the Radio Network 

Information API and how the message flows and the required information. The ETSI 

Industry Standards Group (ISG) defines Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) as “a 

service that provides radio network information to mobile edge applications and mobile 

edge platforms”. The benefit of this API is that it can optimise services on the edge 

utilizing the radio. 

 Location API - GS MEC 013 [17]: Explains what the Location Service API, based on Open 

Mobile Alliance (OMA) specification “RESTful Network API for Zonal Presence", and details 

how it functions on the edge. The purpose of this API is that the “edge platform or 

applications perform the active device location tracking, location-based service 

recommendation, etc.”. 

The MEC architecture and its framework infrastructure along with all the requirements defined 

and standardised by the ISG allow the easy implementation of applications localised at the edge 

of the network or outside it, ensuring that almost every customer of a mobile operator can be 

served and their applications will be deployable and able to be hosted in a multi-vendor Mobile-

edge Computing environment. 

MEC initiative aims to merge telco and IT-cloud, providing to the RAN IT and cloud-computing 

capabilities. The standardisation of technologies and the establishment of requirements to 

address, will benefit application developers, OTT players, telecommunication equipment vendors, 

mobile operators, Independent Software Vendors, system integrators and technology providers 

that will have a guideline to follow to make all their products standardised and ETSI compliant, 

that is an important requisite requested with increasingly frequency.  

Standard products have multiple advantages that can be adopted by MEC, like developing 

applications and being able to run them in diverse standard environments, speeding up the design 

and develop of orders, simplifying the integration in non-standardised environments, creating 

robust products in environments and infrastructures well known and with foreseeable behavior 

among other benefits. 

In order to fulfill all the requirements and make the application standard some technical 

challenges have to be accomplished: 

 Network integration with 3GPP networks architectures. 

 Application portability and interoperability between different vendors. 

 Security mechanisms to provide application isolation. 
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 Performance equivalent or above pre-MEC environment. 

 Resilience and high-availability. 

 Operation managers for hosting infrastructure, MEC application and software 

applications. 

 Regulatory and legal considerations. 

Finally, the local breakout at the SGWs is a new architecture for MEC that originates from the 

operators’ desire to have a greater control on the granularity of the traffic that needs to be 

steered. This principle is dictated by the need to have the users able to reach over the same APN 

both the MEC applications and the operator’s core site application in a selective manner. 

The SGW-LBO is a modified SGW function which has been enhanced by Athonet19 to allow traffic 

to be broken-out and steered locally, whilst maintaining 3GPP compatibility, to support: (i) 

caching of Facebook, YouTube and other content, and; (ii) other applications that require low 

latency or local offload (i.e.: smart-city, autonomous cars, etc.). The SGW-LBO is transparent to 

and does not require modifications in the Radio or Core Networks. The software can be 

straightforwardly upgraded to create a future-proof bridge to 5G.  

This MEC solution has been included in a recent ETSI MEC White Paper about MEC deployments in 

4G and evolution towards 5G. 

  

                                                           

19
 Also see: https://qwilt.com/athonet-and-qwilt-to-showcase-mobile-edge-video-offload-at-mobile-world-congress/. 
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2.3 Overview of ETSI NFV ISG and ETSI MANO  

2.3.1 The ETSI NFV ISG 

The ETSI (European Telecommunication Standards Institute) Industry Specification Group for 

Network Functions Virtualisation (ETSI ISG NFV20) is a group within ETSI whose task is to 

gather and define requirements and virtualisation architectures for the network functions 

requested by telecoms networks. 

ETSI ISG NFV was launched in January 2013 by seven of the leading telecoms network operators, 

including: AT&T, BT, Deutsche Telekom, Orange, Telecom Italia, Telefonica and Verizon. The group 

grew later on, when other companies joined. These companies included network operators, 

telecoms equipment vendors, IT vendors, and technology providers. Today, over 230 companies 

form the ETSI ISG NFV community. 

Interestingly enough, ETSI ISG NFV has its own membership policy, and accepts both ETSI and 

non-ETSI members (under some conditions) and they independently choose their own work 

program. 

The ETSI ISG NFV sets requirements and architecture specifications for the hardware and software 

infrastructures needed to make sure virtualised functions are well-maintained. The importance 

from that resides in the fact that by implementing network functions into software, those can for 

example run in a variety of standard server hardware, and can be relocated within the network as 

needed. This results in: higher savings, higher return of investments, flexibility when scaling, 

openness and the possibility to deploy services with lower risk after being tested locally. 

Lastly note that ETSI ISG NFV produces guidelines to develop network functions. 

2.3.2 ETSI MANO 

NFV MANO is a working group (WG) within the ETSI ISG NFV. This WG has defined the model to 

address all the issues related with the management and orchestration of all resources in a cloud 

data centre. This includes all resources required for computing, networking, and storage.  

NFV MANO model (see Figure 6) is divided into three main functional blocks: 

 NFV Orchestrator: Responsible for: 

o The on-boarding of new network services (NS) and virtual network function (VNF) 

packages;  

o Global resource management; 

o NS lifecycle management;  

o Validation and authorisation of network functions virtualisation infrastructure 

(NFVI) resource requests; 

 VNF Manager: Oversees VNF lifecycle management; 

 Virtualised Infrastructure Manager (VIM): Controls and manages the NFVI compute, 

storage, and network resources 

The following picture depicts in blue the scope of the work of the NFV MANO WG [18], and 

highlights in blue the three main blocks described above. 

                                                           

20
  Also see: http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/nfv.  

http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/nfv
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Figure 6: The NFV-MANO architectural framework 
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3 Architectures relevant to 5G ESSENCE 

3.1 H2020 5G-PPP Projects relevant to 5G ESSENCE 

3.1.1 5G-PPP Phase I SESAME 

SESAME proposed the Cloud-Enabled Small Cell (CESC) concept, a new multi-operator enabled 

Small Cell that integrates a virtualised execution platform (i.e., the Light DC (Data Centre)) for 

deploying Virtual Network Functions (NVFs), supporting powerful “self-x” management and 

executing novel applications and services inside the access network infrastructure. The Light DC 

features low-power processors and hardware accelerators for time-critical operations and builds a 

high manageable clustered edge computing infrastructure. 

The key innovations proposed in the SESAME architecture focus on the novel concepts of 

virtualizing Small Cell networks by leveraging the paradigms of a multi-operator (multi-tenancy) 

enabling framework coupled with an edge-based, virtualised execution environment. 

SESAME falls in the scope of these two principles and promotes the adoption of Small Cell multi-

tenancy; that is, multiple network operators will be able to use the SESAME platform, each one 

using his own network slice. Moreover, the idea is to endorse the deployment of Small Cells with 

some virtualised functions, with each Small Cell containing also a micro-server through 

appropriate front-haul technology. Together with the SC, they form the CESC and a number of 

CESCs form the CESC cluster capable to provide access to a geographical area with one -or more- 

operators.  

A brief description of the two main technological fields that constitute the main areas of 

innovation of SESAME is provided as follows. This kind of decomposition has been the starting 

point for building -at the next following stage- an accurate framework for the SESAME 

architecture, which is depicted in Figure 7. To that end, the NFV technology is going to be used as 

an “enabler” that will offer a virtualisation platform and “meet” the requirements of SESAME, 

namely NFV-driven small cell functions and NFV-based network services. 

In general terms, SESAME scenarios assume a certain venue (e.g.: a mall, a stadium, an enterprise, 

etc.) where a Small Cell Network Operator (SCNO) has deployed a number of CESCs that provide 

wireless access to end-users of different operators (tenants), denoted as Virtual Small Cell 

Network Operators (VSCNOs), according to specific Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The 3GPP 

specifications have already added some support for Radio Access Network (RAN) sharing [19]. 

Although two main architectures are identified, namely Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) 

where the shared RAN is directly connected to each of the multiple operator’s core networks, and 

Gateway Core Network (GWCN) where a shared core network is deployed so that the 

interconnection of the multiple operator’s core networks is done at core network level, the MOCN 

case has been identified as the “exclusive enabler” for multi-tenancy features in SESAME 

platform.  

The infrastructure deployed by the SCNO consists of a number of CESCs and the corresponding 

management systems (see, for example, the current 3GPP framework for network management in 

RAN sharing scenarios [20]-[22]). Assuming LTE technology as the contextual framework, the 

interconnection of the CESCs of the SCNO to the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) of each tenant 
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(VSCNO) is done through the S1 interface21, delivering both data (e.g., transfer of end-users 

traffic) and control (e.g., activation of radio bearers) plane functions.  

The CESC offers computing, storage and radio resources. Through virtualisation, the CESC cluster 

can be seen as a cloud of resources which can be sliced to enable multi-tenancy. Therefore, the 

CESC cluster becomes a neutral host for mobile SCNO -or VSCNO- who want to share IT and 

network resources at the edge of the mobile network. In addition, cloud-based computation 

resources are provided through a virtualised execution platform. This execution platform is used 

to support the required VNFs that implement the different features/capabilities of the Small Cells 

(and eventually of the core network) and the cognitive management and Self-x operations [23], as 

well as the computing support for the mobile edge applications of the end-users [24]. 

The CESC clustering enables the achievement of a micro-scale virtualised execution infrastructure 

in the form of a distributed data centre, i.e. the Light DC, enhancing the virtualisation capabilities 

and process power at the network edge.  

Network Services (NSs) are supported by VNFs hosted in the Light DC leveraging on SDN and NFV 

functionalities that allow achieving an adequate level of flexibility and scalability at the cloud 

infrastructure edge. More specifically, VNFs are executed as Virtual Machines (VMs) inside the 

Light DC, which is provided with a hypervisor (based on KVM22) specifically extended to support 

carrier grade computing and networking performance. 

Over the provided virtualised execution environment (Light DC), it is possible to chain different 

VNFs to meet a requested NS by a tenant (i.e., a mobile network operator). Note that, in the 

context of SESAME, a NS is understood as a collection of VNFs that jointly supports data 

transmission between User Equipment (UE) and operators’ EPC, with the possibility to involve one 

or several service VNFs in the data path. Therefore, each NS is deployed as a chain of SC VNFs and 

Service VNFs. 

                                                           

21
  See, for example: http://lteguide.blogspot.gr/2011/11/s1-interface.html. 

22
  See: https://www.linux-kvm.org/page/Main_Page. 

http://lteguide.blogspot.gr/2011/11/s1-interface.html
https://www.linux-kvm.org/page/Main_Page
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Figure 7: 5G-PPP SESAME High level Architecture 

Finally, the CESCM is the central service management and orchestration component in the overall 

architectural depiction (as shown in Figure 7). Generally speaking, it integrates all the necessary 

network management elements, traditionally suggested in the 3GPP framework, such as the 

Element Management System (EMS) and the novel recommended functional blocks of NFV 

MANagement and Orchestration (MANO) [25]. A single instance of CESCM is able to operate over 

several CESC clusters, each constituting a Light DC, through the use of a dedicated VIM per 

cluster. The CESCM is connected through the Northbound Interface23 with the Network 

Management Systems (NMS) of the SCNO and the VSCNOs, providing each VSCNO with a 

consolidated view of the portion of the network that they are able to manage. Finally, the CESCM 

includes a portal that constitutes the main graphical frontend to access the SESAME platform for 

both SCNO and VSCNOs. 

Comparison with the 5G ESSENCE 

In contrast to SESAME, the 5G ESSENCE platform is equipped with a two-tier virtualised execution 

environment, materialised in the form of the Edge DC that allows also the provision of MEC 

capabilities to the mobile operators for enhancing the user experience and the agility in the 

service delivery.  

 

3.1.2 5G-PPP Phase I COHERENT 

The COHERENT project [26] aims to design, develop and showcase a novel control framework for 

5G heterogeneous mobile networks (HMN), which leverages the proper abstraction of physical 

and MAC layer in the network and a novel programmable control framework, to offer operators a 

                                                           

23
  Also see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northbound_interface. 
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powerful means to dynamically and efficiently control spectrum and radio network resources in 

their increasing complex HMN. To this aim, COHERENT proposes the proper abstraction of 

physical and MAC layer states, behaviors and functions to enable a centralised network view of 

the underlying radio networks. The centralised network view with sufficient -but abstracted- 

information on spectrum, radio links, interference, network topology, load information, and 

physical layer reality is essential to enable optimal resource allocation in the network. The 

innovative impact of the COHERENT project is the development of an additional programmable 

control framework, on the top of current control planes of operators’ mobile networks, being 

aware of underlying network topology, radio environment, traffic conditions and energy 

consumption, and being able to efficiently coordinate wireless network resources across different 

cells. The abstraction of network states and functions provides a base for the development of 

COHERENT Software Development Kit (SDK), which enables programmable control and 

coordination in heterogeneous radio access networks. 

The COHERENT Software Development Kit (SDK) is a set of software development tools that 

allows the creation of mobile network applications and services for different resource allocation 

schemes in different layers/parts of heterogeneous mobile networks. COHERENT SDK is 

implemented based on the 5G-EmPOWER [27], [28] platform, which is an open toolkit for SDN 

and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) research and experimentation in mobile networks. The 

COHERENT SDK [29] defines a set of Application Programming Interface (APIs) enabling high-level 

control programs to flexibly control and share resources according to network conditions as well 

as requirements among multiple network services and operators, so as to achieve efficient 

network utilisation. Enabling network programmability in radio access networks in the COHERENT 

project is expected to encourage innovations in the mobile industry, facilitate the rapid 

deployment of novel applications and significantly reduce the operating expense (OPEX) for 

network management at the radio access network side. 

The overall COHERENT architecture [30] is depicted in Figure 8. In the user plane, the Radio 

Transceiver (RT) is a logical radio access entity with full RAN functions. The Transport Node (TN) is 

the entity located between RTs and core network. COHERENT proposes two main architectural 

components used as control mechanisms. 

 The Central Controller and Coordinator (C3) is a logically centralised entity in charge of 

network-wide control and coordination among entities in RAN based on centralised 

network view. C3 could be implemented with distributed physical control instances 

sharing network information with each other. Sharing network information among C3 

instances creates the logically centralised network view and therefore achieves logical 

centralised control and coordination. 

 The Real-Time Controller (RTC) is a logical entity in charge of local or region-wide control, 

targeting real-time control operations, e.g., MAC scheduling. It has local network view. It 

could run directly on one RT or on a virtualised platform and receives monitoring 

information gathered from one RT or multiple RTs. Control functionality can be delegated 

to the RTC agent on the RTs. RTC communicates with an RTC agent/RTC agents on one RT 

or multiple RTs. 
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Figure 8: 5G-PPP COHERENT Architecture 

Comparison with the 5G ESSENCE 

In the 5G ESSENCE, the SDN approach of decoupling control and data plane functions is indeed 

particularly suitable to make global decisions across several small cells. In COHERENT, the 

separation of control and data plane allows the applications to programmatically control the 

heterogeneous mobile networks with lower complexity. Another aspect is that in the 5G ESSENCE, 

the CESC Manager is the architectural component in charge of managing and orchestrating the 

cloud environment of the Light DC, as well as management of small cell functions. The controller 

within the context of COHERENT is responsible for the cooperation and joint resource allocation in 

heterogeneous RAN. The control and coordination plane is comprised by C3 and RTC. Regarding 

network slicing, in the 5G ESSENCE, the small cells are virtualised and their utilisation is 

partitioned into logically isolated slices, offered to multiple operators/tenants. The network slices 

envisioned in COHERENT, span the whole protocol stack from the underlying (virtualised) 

hardware resources up to network services and applications running on top of them. Finally, 

abstraction in the 5G ESSENCE has to deal with the available network resources (for example CESC 

cluster is created and controlled by the VIM). Apart from the abstraction of the available 

resources, COHERENT provides an additional level of abstraction with respect to the network 

state.  

 

3.1.3 5G-PPP Phase I SONATA 

SONATA’s [31] main focus is on NFV and service creation and orchestration. To facilitate these 

goals, a software development kit, the SONATA SDK, is proposed, comprising tools to support 

developers (editors, packaging tools, debugging & testing tools, monitoring data analysis tools) as 

well as so-called catalogues containing service components for reuse. A developer can have their 

own private catalogues; furthermore, catalogues are provided by the platform providers to be 

used on their platform; finally, catalogues can be made available to the general public. With the 

help of this multi-part SDK, the developer can create software to be run on the SONATA service 

platform. 
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The service platform is described in detail in [32]. It provides an interface to upload packages 

produced by the SDK, to start, pause, re-start, and stop them, and to receive monitoring 

feedback. This also comprises authentication/authorisation for users, as well as validating 

packages. 

Comparison with the 5G ESSENCE 

In some areas, the goals of SONATA and 5G ESSENCE overlap. The service platform, especially, 

share some commonalities. For example, SONATA provides a slice manager that is in charge of 

allocating network slices to the services to optimise performance and according to their SLAs. 

However, SONATA focuses very strongly on service abstraction and therefore, it works on a 

different (typically higher) level of abstraction compared to the 5G ESSENCE. Furthermore, 

SONATA’s focus is very much on the network side of things, to the point that orchestration on a 

system or data centre level is mostly abstracted.  

This is in contrast to the 5G ESSENCE’s multi-tier model that encompasses both network slicing 

and SD-RAN, as well as a two-tier cloud with an edge DC comprising a main DC with server-

strength machines and a light DC with mostly resource-constrained machines at the edge of the 

network. In SONATA, platforms can provide their own catalogues, leading to a level of platform 

differentiation; however, the 5G ESSENCE targets a much more profound split that is reflected in 

the wide range of available resources, both in terms of hardware (e.g., computation power) as 

well as network connectivity. 

In other areas, the goals are orthogonal and provide the possibility for future interaction between 

the two proposed architectures. The high level of abstraction and focus on facilitating an easy 

deployment of services for developers could be seen as a step that in a future deployment could 

precede the actual deployment in a 5G ESSENCE-like infrastructure. While such a combination 

would be out of the scope of this project, interoperability in such a fashion could be possible. 

 

3.1.4 5G-PPP Phase II 5G TANGO 

5G TANGO [33] is a successor project to the aforementioned SONATA project. As a successor, it 

shares a significant number of goals and approaches with it, while extending the architecture in 

other areas [34]. For example, as in SONATA, 5G TANGO is based on the concept of an SDK that 

interacts with the system platform, and the multi-stakeholder scenario that goes hand in hand 

with that. Also, as in SONATA, there is a strong focus on NFVs and the software to develop and 

orchestrate these. 

One of the main extensions of 5G TANGO compared to SONATA is the addition of a validation & 

verification (V&V) component to the overall architecture. This component is tightly integrated 

with the overall architecture. One use case for this V&V architecture is platform providers 

providing tests, and developers running and conforming to those tests when their software is to 

be deployed on the providers’ infrastructure. Thus, providers can make sure that software will not 

behave either erratically by accident or maliciously by design. This also means that the service 

platform described in SONATA is extended to integrate the V&V component into the overall 

architecture, and to facilitate interaction between developers as providers of software, 

infrastructure providers, and the V&V component that can be extended with tests by all 

stakeholders. 

Comparison with the 5G ESSENCE 
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As an extension to the SONATA project, most of the remarks applying to it also apply to 5G 

TANGO when it comes to the relationship to the 5G ESSENCE. The extensions of 5G TANGO to 

SONATA’s architecture are mostly focused on creating an extensible validation & verification 

layer. As this is not a primary concern for the 5G ESSENCE, there is little competition or duplicate 

work to be expected here. 

As such, 5G TANGO’s relevance to the 5G ESSENCE lies for the most part in the fact that they both 

target work on orchestration and management architectures to support stakeholders in complex 

5G scenarios. However, while 5G TANGO deals more with the software lifecycle management 

inside NFV deployments, the 5G ESSENCE focuses on multi-tier data centre scenarios and efficient 

deployment in such infrastructure setups. 

 

3.1.5 5G-PPP Phase II MATILDA 

MATILDA [35] and 5G ESSENCE can be represented as complementary projects for many reasons. 

While the 5G ESSENCE deepens infrastructural aspects related to the physical infrastructure and 

deployment, defining an architecture based on the concepts of CESC, two-tier Edge DC, and 

focusing on a more efficient utilisation of radio resources, MATILDA focuses on the development 

of software for 5G-ready applications, as well as virtual and physical network functions and 

network services. 

Main target of MATILDA is to provide a novel holistic 5G end-to-end services operational 

framework tackling the overall lifecycle of design, development and orchestration of 5G-ready 

applications and 5G network services over programmable infrastructure. These are all topics from 

which the 5G ESSENCE framework can benefit, empowering the 5G ESSENCE vision of a 

programmable and unified small cell infrastructure that can be provided as-a-Service to all related 

stakeholders, with the MATILDA approach related to SW development.  

Another explicit target of MATILDA is to enable the development of network-aware applications 

and their deployment over dynamically created network slices. The network-awareness concept 

presupposes the presence of telemetry and analytics tools, just as expected by the 5G ESSENCE 

which includes in its architecture these functions as fundamental means for efficiently managing 

the overall network. These analytics tools cannot do without an adequate HW infrastructure that 

allows heavy workloads, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, 

to run as much as possible near the place where the data has been generated. The 5G ESSENCE 

Main DC “fits” perfectly this description. 

Between the key technological concepts and artefacts comprising the proposed MATILDA 

framework there is the marketplace, including a repository of applications, virtual network 

functions and a set of mechanisms for supporting the diverse 5G stakeholders. Through the 

marketplace the developed 5G-ready application components, applications, virtual network 

functions and application-aware network services are made available for open-source or 

commercial purposes, re-use and extension. Any 5G platform, as the 5G ESSENCE, can take 

advantage of such a marketplace, making available to application developers, service providers 

and operators a set of critical VNFs/PNFs that can improve the usability of the system and speed 

up the deployment of new services.   
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3.1.6 5G-PPP Phase II 5GCity 

5GCity’s [36] main goal is to turn a city into a distributed, third party, and multi-tenant edge 

infrastructure. It starts from the assumption that the open access model, or neutral host, will 

come to play a key role in the deployment of 5G networks, especially in urban scenarios where 

very dense Small Cell deployments are required. Since municipalities already own and manage the 

necessary infrastructure and access to sites, they are considered in a privileged position to act as 

future 5G neutral hosts. 

There are many common points between the vision of the 5G ESSENCE and 5GCity: the 

proposition of an architecture implementing network sharing, slicing and mobile edge computing 

capabilities; the concepts of network softwarisation and virtualisation; the optimising of 

virtualisation technologies, the multi-tenancy, multi-RAT and virtualisation technologies for the 

access network. As in the 5G ESSENCE, there is also a multi-tier approach for MEC, but the way in 

which it has been proposed is different and this is a point worth investigating. We could say that, 

while the 5G ESSENCE proposal with its use cases and services is more “telco-oriented”, the main 

idea behind the 5GCity concept is to simultaneously address the trends happening within the 

telco and smart city realms, creating a symbiosis upon which both domains will push 

improvements towards digitalisation of society. This idea puts the accent on other types of 

applications that are typical of the IoT world, explicitly involving different types of equipment (like 

range of sensors including magnetic traffic ones, pollution, temperature, surveillance cameras, …) 

and deployment scenarios. Is this different approach that led to a different MEC architecture 

(with respect to the 5G ESSENCE).  

The 5GCity architecture integrates the Cloud and Edge concepts through a three-tier architecture, 

consisting of DCs, 5GCity Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) nodes (i.e., street cabinets), and 5GCity 

Small Cells (i.e., street gateways). To look for a match with the 5G ESSENCE architecture we note 

that the first tier (core DC) follows a similar approach like the main DC of the 5G ESSENCE, but 

second and third tier are different. In fact, considering its characteristics, the 5GCity MEC is 

something that falls between the 5G ESSENCE Main DC and the Light DC. The fundamental 

difference is that 5GCity does not provide the concept of CESC (and associated Light DC): the 

Access Point (i.e., SC) is provided with very low computing resources (the third tier) that are co-

located (i.e., lamp post boxes) and are entirely dedicated to that AP, without clustering 

connection to other ones. 

From the logical point of view the 5G ESSENCE two-tier MEC architecture could fit the 5GCity one 

if: 

 Considering the micro-servers inside the CESC as resources exclusively dedicated to the 

local SC; 

 not implementing SC virtualisation through GTP en-/de-capsulation. 

From the physical point of view this matching cannot be guaranteed because of the much 

different and “lighter” scenarios 5GCity could address. On the contrary, the 5GCity MEC 

architecture cannot fit the 5G ESSENCE one because of the lack of the CESC and Light DC 

concepts. 
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4 5G ESSENCE Overall Architecture  
Entering the second phase of 5G-PPP program activities suggests that communication networks 

become sufficiently flexible to handle a range of applications and services originating from 

different domains/verticals. At the same time, a transformation towards a significant reduction in 

cost and the optimal allocation of available resources take the place of initial Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) for driving capacity growth, and coping with the numerous barriers on the 

infrastructure and management domains. On the users’ side, a high-level of personalised services, 

along with edge mobile capabilities and innovative services are anticipated, since customers 

require added-value to their choices in order to accommodate specialised requirements with 

greater quality of both perception and experience. 

As the telecom ecosystem moves towards the 5G era, important performance factors such as 

end-to-end latency critically depend on whether the mobile edge and the target applications 

reside in an edge cloud located close to the user or not. While the air-interface latency can be 

minimised independently of the service latency, having the application or service functions close 

to the user is also necessary to reduce the end-to-end round trip time and also the overall service 

creation time, which again argues for the placement of these functions in a common edge cloud. 

As shown in Figure 9, the virtualisation of the small cells, as envisaged within the scope of 5G 

ESSENCE, “opens the door” for the inclusion of enhanced mobile-edge computing capabilities that 

allow acceleration of content, services and applications, increasing responsiveness from the edge 

of the network. The 5G ESSENCE two-tier cloud resides very close to the users and performs a 

series of processing-intensive tasks that can neither be achieved with the traditional network 

infrastructure, nor with the “light” processing power introduced by SESAME which targets to 

virtualise mainly small cell related software. In this respect, the 5G ESSENCE supports an enriched 

mobile users’ experience, minimising service deployment time and, at the same time, it enables 

network operators and infrastructure owners to open the radio network edge to third-party 

partners allowing them to rapidly deploy innovative applications and services. 

 

Figure 9: 5G ESSENCE impact on service deployment 
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4.1 Key Features of the 5G ESSENCE System and Architecture Principles 

In the planned 5G ESSENCE’s approach, the Small Cell concept is evolved as not only to provide 

multi-operator radio access, but also, to achieve an increase in the capacity and the performance 

of current RAN infrastructures, and to extend the range of the provided services while 

maintaining its agility. To achieve these ambitious goals, the 5G ESSENCE project leverages the 

paradigms of RAN scheduling and additionally provides an enhanced, edge-based, virtualised 

execution environment attached to the small cell, taking advantage and reinforcing the concepts 

of MEC and network slicing. 

The architecture provided so far by the SESAME project (see Figure 7) acts as a “solid reference 

point” for the 5G ESSENCE. It combines the current 3GPP framework for network management in 

RAN sharing scenarios and the ETSI NFV framework for managing virtualised network functions. 

The CESC offers virtualised computing, storage and radio resources and the CESC cluster is 

considered as a cloud from the upper layers. This cloud can also be “‘sliced” to enable multi-

tenancy. The execution platform is used to support VNFs that implement the different features of 

the Small Cells as well as to support for the mobile edge applications of the end-users. 

Evolving the high-level architecture of Figure 7, the technical approach of the 5G ESSENCE is 

presented in Figure 10, where the working architecture is illustrated with emphasis upon the 

functional elements and interfaces. The examination that follows, describes the work split in the 

proof-of-concept (PoC) design and implementation. 

As shown in Figure 10, the 5G ESSENCE architecture allows multiple network operators (tenants) 

to provide services to their users through a set of CESCs deployed, owned and managed by a third 

party (i.e., the CESC provider). In this way, operators can extend the capacity of their own 5G RAN 

in areas where the deployment of their own infrastructure could be expensive and/or inefficient, 

as it would be the case of e.g., highly dense areas where massive numbers of Small Cells would be 

needed to provide the expected services. 

 

Figure 10: 5G ESSENCE High Level Architecture 
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In addition to capacity extension, the 5G ESSENCE platform is equipped with a two-tier virtualised 

execution environment, materialised in the form of the Edge DC, which allows also the provision 

of MEC capabilities to the mobile operators for enhancing the user experience and the agility in 

the service delivery. The first tier, i.e., the Light DC hosted inside the CESCs, is used to support the 

execution of VNFs for carrying out the virtualisation of the Small Cell access. In this regard, 

network functions supporting traffic interception, GTP encapsulation/ decapsulation and some 

distributed RRM/SON functionalities are expected to be executed therein. VNFs that require low 

processing power, e.g., a Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) Gateway, 

and so on, could also be hosted here. The connection between the Small Cell Physical Network 

Functions (PNFs) and the Small Cell VNFs can be realised through, e.g., the network Functional 

Application Platform Interface (nFAPI). Finally, backhaul and fronthaul transmission resources will 

be part of the CESC, allowing for the required connectivity. 

The second cloud tier, i.e., the Main DC, will be hosting more computation intensive tasks and 

processes that need to be centralised in order to have a global view of the underlying 

infrastructure. This encompasses the cSD-RAN controller which will be delivered as a VNF running 

in the Main DC and makes control plane decisions for all the radio elements in the geographical 

area of the CESC cluster, including the centralised Radio Resource Management (cRRM) over the 

entire CESC cluster. Other potential VNFs that could be hosted by the Main DC include security 

applications, traffic engineering, mobility management and, in general, any additional network 

E2E services that can be deployed and managed on the 5G ESSENCE virtual networks, effectively 

and on-demand. 

The necessary management modules for the operation of the CESC platform and the service 

provisioning are also depicted in Figure 10, within the CESCM framework. The following 

subsections provide a more detailed description for each of the architecture components in 

Figure 10. 
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4.2 High-level Description of SESAME/5G ESSENCE Main Architectural Entities 

4.2.1 The CESC 

In our scope, a CESC consists of a Multi-RAT 5G small cell with its standard backhaul interface, 

standard management connection (TR069 interface for remote management24) and with 

necessary modifications to the data model (TR196 data model25) to allow Multi-Operator Core 

Network (MOCN) radio resource sharing. The CESC will be composed by a physical small cell unit 

attached to an execution platform based on one of x86, ARMv8, MIPS6426 architectures, to be 

decided later during the project. Edge cloud computing and networking are realised through the 

sharing of computation, storage and network resources of those micro-servers present in each 

CESC and form the Light DC for implementing different features/capabilities of the Small Cells. 

Therefore, the CESCs become a neutral host for network operators or virtual network operators 

that want to share IT and network resources at the edge of the mobile network. 

The CESC is meant to accommodate multiple operators (tenants) by design, offering Platform as a 

Service (PaaS), capable of providing the deployed physical infrastructure among multiple network 

operators. Different VNFs can be hosted in the CESC environment for different tenants. This also 

provides the support for mobile edge computing applications deployed for each tenant that, 

operating very near to the end users, may significantly reduce the service delivery time and 

deliver composite services in an automated manner. Moreover, the CESC is the termination point 

of the GTP-User Plane (GTP-U) tunneling which encapsulates user IP packets from the core 

network entities (e.g., the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) Serving Gateway (SGW) in LTE) destined to 

the User Equipment (UE) and vice versa.  

The CESC exposes different views of the network resources: per-tenant small cell view, and 

physical small cell substrate, which is managed by the network operator, decoupling the 

management of the virtual small cells from the platform itself. In the CESC, rather than providing 

multiple S1 (or Iu-h interface) connections from the physical small cell to different operators’ EPC 

network elements such as Mobility Management Entity (MME) and SGW, such fan-out is done at 

the Light DC. The CESC is further the termination of multiple S1 interfaces connecting the CESC to 

multiple MME/SGW entities as in S1-Flex. The interconnection of many CESCs forms a “cluster” 

which can facilitate access to a broader geographical area with one or more operators (even 

virtual ones), extending the range of their provided services, while maintaining the required agility 

to be able to provide these extensions on demand. 

4.2.2 The Edge DC encompassing Main DC and Light DC 

The 5G ESSENCE envisages combining the MEC and NFV concepts with Small Cell virtualisation in 

5G networks and enhancing them for supporting multi-tenancy. The purpose of the Edge DC will 

be to provide Cloud services within the network infrastructure and also to facilitate by promoting 

and assisting the exploitation of network resource information. To this end, all the normally 

hardware located modules of the Light DC and the Main DC will be delivered as resources using 

novel virtualisation techniques. Both networking and computing virtualisation extensions will be 

developed using open frameworks such as OPNFV. The combination of the proposed Edge DC 

                                                           

24
  TR-069, “CPE WAN Management Protocol (CWMP)”, Broadband Forum. 

25
  TR-196v2, “Femto Access Point Service Data Model”, Broadband Forum. 

26
  For more details, also see:  https://www.mips.com/products/architectures/mips64/. 

https://www.mips.com/products/architectures/mips64/
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architecture with the concepts of NFV and SDN will facilitate achieving higher levels of flexibility 

and scalability.  

As seen in the detailed architecture in Figure 10, the Main DC will be able to execute different 

Small Cell and Service VNFs under the control of the CESCM. In particular, the Main DC hosts the 

cSD-RAN controller which performs cRRM decisions for handling efficiently the heterogeneous 

access network environment composed of different access technologies such as 5G RAN, LTE, and 

Wi-Fi. These radio access networks can be programmable and under the supervision of the 

centralised controller. The cSD-RAN controller updates and maintains the global network state in 

the form of a database called “RAN Information”, which includes, among other elements, an 

abstraction of the available radio resources in the CESC cluster. This abstraction takes the form of 

a “3D Resource Grid” that characterises the resources in the domains of time/space/frequency. 

The RAN Information will be used by the cRRM to perform the resource allocation decisions (e.g., 

scheduling).  

The cSD-RAN controller can also host centralised SON (cSON) functionalities that need to 

coordinate multiple small cells, so they are not appropriate for running at the Light DC. For 

example, this could be the case of InterCell Interference Coordination (ICIC) functions. Other 

distributed (dSON) functions and/or distributed RRM (dRRM) functions that are of low complexity 

and that do not involve the coordination of multiple small cells will run at the Light DC. For 

example, this could be the case of an admission control function that only takes decisions based 

on the current load existing at a given cell. 

 

4.2.3 The CESCM 

Management and orchestration of the proposed uniform virtualised environment, able to support 

both radio connectivity and edge services, is a challenging task by itself. The management of 

diverse lightweight virtual resources is of primary importance, enabling a converged cloud-radio 

environment and efficient placement of services. For that purpose, the CESCM shown in Figure 10 

is the central service management and orchestration component in the architecture. Generally 

speaking, it integrates all the traditional network management elements, and the novel 

recommended functional blocks to realise NFV operations. A single instance of CESCM is able to 

operate over several CESC clusters at different Points of Presence (PoP), each constituting an Edge 

DC through the use of a dedicated VIM per cluster. 

An essential component at the heart of CESCM is the Network Functions Virtualisation 

Orchestrator (NFVO). It will be in charge of realising network services on the virtualised 

infrastructure and will include interfaces to interact with the CESC provider for high level service 

management (e.g., exchange of network service descriptors and SLAs for each tenant). The NFVO 

composes service chains (constituted by two or more VNF instances located either in one or 

several CESCs that jointly realise a more complex function) and manages the deployment of VNFs 

over the Edge DC. The NFVO uses the services exposed by the VNF Manager, which will be in 

charge of the instantiation, update, query, scaling and termination of the VNFs. Moreover, NFVO 

may include features to enhance the overall system performance, e.g., to improve energy 

efficiency.  

The CESCM hosts also the Element Management System (EMS), which provides a package of end-

user functions for the management of both the PNFs and VNFs at the CESCs. In particular, the 
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EMS carries out key management functionalities such as Fault, Configuration, Accounting, 

Performance, Security (FCAPS) operations. The EMS will be responsible for partitioning the single 

whole-cell management view into multiple virtual-cell management views, one per tenant. In this 

way, a virtualised Small Cell with a set of (limited) management functionalities can be made 

visible to, e.g., the Network Management System (NMS) of each tenant in order to, e.g., collect 

performance counters, configure neighbour lists for a proper mobility management, etc. It is 

worth mentioning that, based on the practical lessons learnt from SESAME, all the EMS 

components of the SESAME architecture (i.e., PNF-EMS, SC-EMS, Service EMS and SLA monitoring 

of Figure 7), which in practice reveal to be tightly related, will be considered in the 5G ESSENCE 

architecture under the scope of a single EMS entity. In addition to the NMSs of each tenant, in a 

general situation, the CESCM can also incorporate a NMS for managing the whole set of CESCs 

deployed by an operator. This can be appropriate for example in case that there exist CESCs 

belonging to different vendors in the same deployment, each one with its own EMS. The 

EMS/NMS will also host the cSON functionalities (e.g. self-planning, Coverage and Capacity 

Optimisation (CCO), etc.) and the functionalities for the lifecycle management of RAN slicing (i.e. 

for the creation, modification or termination of RAN slices). 

As shown in Figure 10, the CESCM encompasses a telemetry and analytics module that captures 

and analyses relevant indicators of the network operation. This will provide the CESCM with 

accurate knowledge models that characterise the behaviour of the network and its users in 

relation to the utilisation of both cloud and radio resources. This will facilitate the realisation of 

effective optimisation approaches based on e.g. machine learning techniques for service 

placement, which can dynamically adapt to the context of the provided services and their 

execution environment and to enable automated enforcement of SLAs. Finally, the CESCM also 

incorporates the CESCM portal. It is a control panel with web Graphical User Interface (GUI) that 

serves as the entry point for the users, both the CESC provider and the tenants, to the CESCM 

functionalities and constitutes the main graphical frontend to access the 5G ESSENCE platform. 

The CESCM Portal in general provides visual monitoring information of the platform, the agreed 

SLAs, and the available network services/VNFs, allowing parameters’ configuration. 

4.2.4 The VIM 

The CESCM functions will be built upon the services provided by the VIM for appropriately 

managing, monitoring and optimising the overall operation of the NFVI resources (i.e. computing, 

storage and network resources) at the Edge DC. The role of VIM is essential for the deployment of 

NFV services and to form and provide a layer of NFV resources to be made available to the CESCM 

functions. The NFV resources will be ultimately offered as a set of APIs that will allow the 

execution of network services over the decentralised CESCs, located at the edge of the network. 

As seen in Figure 10, the VIM relies on an SDN controller for interconnecting the VNFs and for 

offering SFC on the data-plane by establishing the path for the physical connections. 
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4.3 Compliance and Mapping to 3GPP & ETSI NFV 

4.3.1 Compliance and mapping to 3GPP 

In December 2017, 3GPP has just completed Stage 3 of the so-called Non-Standalone (NSA) 5G 

New Radio (NR) specification as part of Rel-15, under which 5G NR carriers can be used in 

combination with LTE carriers and the 4G Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The NSA NR specification is 

expected to form the basis of the first 5G products to go live along 2018. In parallel, the full Rel-15 

is due for completion in June 2018 with the inclusion of the so-called Standalone (SA) version, 

which will define the entire user and control plane capability for 5G NR using the new 5G core 

(5GC) specified under Rel-15. In this regard, 3GPP has also completed in December 2017 the first 

set of 5G system architecture specifications (Stage 2 specifications), providing the set of features 

and functionality needed for deploying a commercially operational 5G system. The 5G system 

architecture is defined in [37], while [38] specifies the involved procedures for the 5G system. In 

turn, focusing on the Radio Access Network (RAN) side, the overall description of the 5G New 

Radio (NR) and Next Generation Radio Access Network (NG-RAN) is provided in [39], while the 

Next Generation Radio Access Network (NG-RAN) architecture of NG-RAN, including interfaces 

NG, Xn and F1 interfaces and their interaction with the radio interface, is described in [40]. 

Figure 11: 5G System architecture 
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(SMF) handles the 5G service connectivity including, for example, IP address allocation and control 

of policy enforcement and QoS.  

In the overall 5G system architecture, the RAN is the NF that allows the connection between the 

UE and the 5GC, as it is shown in the NG-RAN architecture depicted in Figure 12. The nodes of the 

NG-RAN are the gNBs that provide 5G NR user and control plane terminations. The gNB hosts 

different functions such as the Radio Resource Management (RRM) functions (radio bearer 

control, radio admission control, connection mobility control, scheduling), the transmission of 

broadcast and paging messages, the measurement and measurement reporting or the QoS flow 

management and mapping to data radio bearers. The connection between the gNB and the 5GC is 

through the NG interfaces (i.e. the N2 interface with the AMF for the control plane and the N3 

interface with the UPF for the user plane, as seen in Figure 11). 

As it is observed in Figure 12, the gNB can be decomposed in a gNB Central Unit (gNB-CU) and one 

or more gNB Distributed Units (gNB-DU). The operation of the gNB-DU is partly controlled by the 

gNB-CU. One cell is supported by only one gNB-DU, but one gNB-DU can support multiple cells.  

 

Functional split between gNB-CU and gNB-DU 

According to the current version of Technical Specification TS 38.401 [41], the functional split 

between the gNB-CU and the gNB-DU considers that the gNB-CU hosts the RRC27, SDAP28 and 

PDCP29 protocols while the gNB-DU hosts the RLC30, MAC and PHY layers. This corresponds to the 

so-called split option 2 from the different splits that were initially identified in the Technical 

Report TR 38.801 [42]. However, it is worth mentioning that the conclusions of [42] state that the 

study of the feasibility of lower layer functional splits was postponed. In that respect, the lower 

layer split options 6 (MAC-PHY split) and 7 (intra-PHY split) are favored for these studies, as 

currently being considered in [43], so it can be envisaged that future releases of the specifications 

can incorporate these other splits. 

                                                           

27
  For more details see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_Resource_Control.  

28
  Also see: https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=3282.  

29
  For more details see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCP.  

30
  For more details see, inter-alia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_Link_Control.  
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Figure 12: NG-RAN architecture (from [40]) 
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In this regard, the 5G ESSENCE architecture (see Figure 10) enables a distributed deployment of 

the RAN functionality across the dedicated hardware embedded in the CESC (i.e. small cell PNF) 

and the distributed virtualised execution environment provided by the Edge DC with lightweight 

NFVI Points of Presence (PoP) embedded in the CESC units (e.g. Light DC) and an external 

centralised NFVI PoP (i.e. Main DC). Such infrastructure configuration can accommodate different 

deployment options such as the gNB decomposition between a gNB-CU and one or more gNB-DUs 

considered in the 3GPP NG-RAN. In general terms, it can be envisaged that the main DC can host 

the functionalities of the gNB-CU in addition to some other functionalities of the gNB-DU with 

higher computational requirements. 

To illustrate the flexibility of the 5G ESSENCE architecture to support different splits between 

gNB-CU and gNB-DU some examples are given in Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16. For 

simplicity, in all these figures only the CESC and the main DC components of the 5G ESSENCE 

architecture are shown, together with the Transport Network (TN) used to interconnect the 

different CESCs and the main DC. The different logical interfaces between entities are depicted in 

red.  

The example of Figure 13 considers the 3GPP functional split option 2 in which the gNB-CU runs at 

the main DC and incorporates the SDAP, PDCP and RRC protocols, while the gNB-DU runs at the 

CESCs. In this case, taking advantage of the light DC, the gNB-DU is further split into two parts, the 

gNB-DUA, which executes the physical layer and is implemented at the SC PNF, and gNB-DUB, 

which executes the MAC and RLC layers and runs at the local micros-servers of each CESC 

composing the light DC. In this case, the interface between the gNB-DUB at the light DC and the 

gNB-DUA could be e.g. the nFAPI interface that supports the MAC/PHY split or a future interface 

to support the lower layer split that will be specified by 3GPP. In this example, the MAC 

scheduling functionality will be distributed at each CESC. In contrast, the example of Figure 14 

assumes also the functional split option 2 but considering that the MAC functionality is further 

split between the gNB-DUB running at the light DC and hosting the lower level MAC, e.g. Hybrid 

Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) process, and the gNB-DUC, running at the main DC and hosting 

the MAC scheduling and RLC level. With this example, a coordinated MAC scheduling for multiple 

cells can be implemented at the main DC. Similarly, this approach would facilitate the 

implementation of techniques such as Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) and will facilitate InterCell 

Interference Coordination (ICIC). In addition to the gNB-DUC function, the Main DC also hosts the 

gNB-CU. The separation between the two, through the standardised interface F1, enables e.g. 

that each function could be implemented by a different vendor. 

As another example, Figure 15 assumes the functional split 6 (MAC-PHY split) among those 
considered in [43]. In this case, the gNB-DU includes the physical layer and is executed at the SC 
PNF, while the gNB-CU includes the MAC layers and above and is executed at the main DC. Like in 
the previous example, also in this case the MAC scheduling function can have a coordinated vision 
of multiple cells. It is worth mentioning that, in this example, the interface between the gNB-DU 
and the gNB-CU would be the one defined by 3GPP when specifying the lower layer split, since 
current interface F1 is just for the split option 2. 

Finally, to further illustrate the versatility of the 5G ESSENCE architecture, Figure 16 shows 
another example in which both the gNB-DU and gNB-CU functions are hosted at the Light DC 
assuming split option 2.  Specifically, the gNB-DU functions of the different small cells are split 
between the SC PNF (gNB-DUA) and the light DC (gNB-DUB) of the deployed CESCs. In turn, the 
gNB-CU function will run also in one of the micro-servers composing the Light DC. This approach 
could be adequate e.g. in case of small deployments with a reduced number of small cells, in 
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which the associated computational complexity of the gNB-CU can be supported by the Light DC 
without the need of a Main DC. 

Figure 13: Example 1 for mapping the gNB-CU and gNB-DU entities in the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture 

 

 

Figure 14: Example 2 for mapping the gNB-CU and gNB-DU entities in the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture 
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Figure 15: Example 3 for mapping the gNB-CU and gNB-DU entities in the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture 

 

 

Figure 16: Example 4 for mapping the gNB-CU and gNB-DU entities in the 5G ESSENCE 
architecture 
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and manage complex networks supporting different topologies, resources and service 

requirements, and the support for multi-vendor interoperability since CP and UP could be 

provided by different vendors [42]. 

Technical Report [44] includes the study of CP and UP separation in NR for the split option 2 

between gNB-CU and gNB-DU. The considered architecture is shown in Figure 17, reflecting that 

the gNB-CU can be split into one CU-CP and multiple CU-UPs connected through the E1 interface. 

The CU-CP is connected with the gNB-DU through the F1-C interface and the CU-UPs are 

connected with the gNB-DU through the F1-U interface. 

 

With the considered option 2 for the functional split, the CU-CP includes the control plane 

instances of the PDCP/RRC protocols, while the CU-UP includes the user plane instances of the 

PDCP and SDAP protocols. Therefore, specific RRM functions such as radio bearer control, radio 

admission control, connection mobility control, inter-cell RRM will run at the CU-CP, while other 

functions such as the scheduler associated to the MAC layer will run at the DU. 

Three different scenarios are analyzed in [44] considering different deployment options for the 

CU-CP and CU-UP entities, reflecting the flexibility for optimizing the location of RAN functions 

depending on the scenario and desired performance. The first scenario considers a centralised 

deployment of both CU-CP and CU-UP, e.g. in a virtualised environment. This enables an efficient 

radio coordination of several DUs and allows taking maximum advantage of cloud technologies. 

The second scenario assumes that the CU-CP is deployed in a distributed manner and co-located 

with the DU, while the CU-UP is centralised. This allows reducing the latency of the control 

signalling through the UE. The centralisation of CU-UP allows providing a central termination point 

for UP traffic in dual connectivity configurations. The third scenario assumes that the CU-CP is 

centralised, thus enabling the coordinated operation of several DUs, and the CU-UP is co-located 

with the DU, thus facilitating the latency reduction for the user plane traffic.    

In the 5G ESSENCE architecture, the two tier structure of the edge DC, provides the flexibility to 

support the scenarios considered in [44], since the CP and UP functions can be placed at either 

the main DC or the light DC depending on the specific needs. To illustrate this, Figure 18 depicts 

the mapping for the scenario in which both the CP and the UP of the gNB-CU are centralised 

(scenario 1 of [44]). As it can be observed, both entities run at the main DC. Depending on the 

functional split option, different control functions can be assumed for the gNB-CU-CP. For 

Figure 17: gNB with CU-UP separation (based on [44]) 
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example, with split option 2, the gNB-CU-CP will include RRM functions such as admission control 

that can be coordinated for multiple cells. In turn, with split option 6, the gNB-CU-CP will also 

include coordinated scheduling and ICIC among multiple cells. To illustrate another example, 

Figure 19 depicts the mapping for the scenario in which the CP of the gNB-CU is centralised while 

the UP is distributed (scenario 3 of [44]). In this case, the centralisation of the CP at the main DC 

benefits from the capability of coordinating decisions among multiple cells while keeping the UP 

at the Light DC facilitates the achievement of low latency for user applications since service VNFs 

can be co-located in the Light DC as well as it avoids traffic routing through the Main DC.  

 

 

Figure 18: Example of mapping the scenario centralised CU-CP and centralised CU-UP in the 5G 
ESSENCE architecture 
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Figure 19: Example of mapping the scenario centralised CU-CP and distributed CU-UP in the 5G 
ESSENCE architecture 
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Support of network slicing is a key characteristic of the 5G ESSENCE architecture, as long as, 

different network slices will be assigned to the different tenants sharing the same CESCs/Edge DC 

infrastructure. Service requirements for each slice will be guaranteed by RRM mechanisms able to 

provide the necessary protection and traffic isolation when using common radio resources (e.g. 

multiple slices supported over the same RF carrier). Moreover, the CESCM will incorporate the 

functions for RAN slice management that will be explained in the following.  

 

Network management 

Generally speaking, the management of a 5G mobile network encompasses three different parts, 

namely 3GPP mobile network management, 3GPP network slice management and virtualised 

network resource management.  

The 3GPP mobile network management and network slice management are the responsibility of 

3GPP management system(s), based on telecommunication management principles and reference 

architecture specified in [45], which establishes a management architecture that separates 

between Element Manager (EM) and Network Manager (NM) layers integrated through open 

standardised interfaces (see left side of Figure 20). Specifically, the EM is responsible of the Fault, 

Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security (FCAPS) management of a set of closely 

related types of Network Elements (NE). In turn, the NM is responsible of the management of the 

network, mainly supported by the EM(s) but it may also involve direct access to the NEs with 

embedded EM functionality. While the interaction between EM functionality and the managed 

NFs may rely on proprietary interfaces for the interaction with the managed NFs, compatibility 

with 3GPP specifications mandates EM functionality to support a set of standardised interfaces to 

interact with the NM layer, denoted collectively as Itf-N. 

As for the virtualised network resource management, it falls under the responsibility of ETSI NFV 

MANO, which is out of 3GPP scope. In this respect, 3GPP developed in [46] the management 

concept, architecture and requirements for mobile networks that include VNFs. The management 

requirements are organised according to the categories of fault, configuration, performance, and 

lifecycle management. The document also presents the relationships between the 3GPP 

management system architecture and the ETSI NFV MANO framework, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: 3GPP management system architecture and its relationship with the ETSI NFV MANO 
framework [46] 
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The introduction of network slicing involves additional management functionalities. In this 

respect, [47] presents the study on management and orchestration of network slicing for 5G and 

identifies three management functions, namely the Communication Service Management 

Function (CSMF), which is responsible for translating the communication service related 

requirement to network slice related requirements, the Network Slice Management Function 

(NSMF), which is responsible for the management and orchestration of Network Slice Instances 

(NSI) and the Network Slice Subnet Management Function (NSSMF), which is responsible for the 

management and orchestration of Network Slice Subnet Instances (NSSI).  

Based on this initial study item, the normative specification work for the management of network 

slicing is currently in progress and documented in [48], which specifies the general concepts, use 

cases and requirements, in [49]and [50], which focus on the provisioning of network slicing 

through the specification of procedures for NSI/NSSI creation, activation, termination, etc., and in 

[51], which will specify the management and orchestration architecture. 

In the 5G ESSENCE, the management functions are included in the CESCM. As it has been 

explained in Section 4.2.3, the CESCM encompasses both the functionalities of the ETSI NFV 

MANO framework (e.g. NFVO, VNFM) and the functionalities of the 3GPP management system 

(e.g. the EMS that includes the EM layer and the NMS that includes the NM layer). In this respect, 

the 5G ESSENCE architecture is aligned with the relationships between ETSI NFV MANO and 3GPP 

management system, as it is illustrated in Figure 21. In turn, the CESCM also incorporates the 

functions for RAN slicing management in the EMS/NMS. When developing these functions, the 

project will identify the Network Resource Model (NRM) and the potential impact in the on-going 

normative work in [48].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Mapping between the 5G ESSENCE architecture and the 3GPP management system 
architecture 
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4.3.2 Compliance and Mapping to ETSI NFV 

As network function virtualisation (NFV) became a technology moving out of the domain of solely 

research-oriented prototypes and into production environments, there was perceived a need to 

standardise or at the very least organise, correlate and coordinate the effort in the area to ensure 

effective interaction between solutions from the various providers of platforms and services. 

To this end, a group of seven leading telecom providers (AT&T, British Telecom, Deutsche 

Telekom, Orange, Telecom Italia, Telefónica and Verizon) joined efforts in 2013 and founded a 

specification group under the auspices of ETSI, the ETSI NFV ISG. Within short time, the number of 

participants grew to triple digits. As an ISG, its main job is not the development of standards like a 

Standards Development Organisation (SDO), but instead provide guidelines and suggestions for 

the field of NFV. The ETSI NFV ISG promotes the concept of open access: its guideline documents 

are published openly without access restrictions, and it encourages the creation of open-source 

proof of concepts (PoCs). 

The overall reference architecture framework according to the ETSI NFV ISG is depicted in Figure 

22 [52]. In the following, we will map the activities of the 5G ESSENCE project to this reference 

architecture framework. 

 

Figure 22: ETSI NFV ISG Architecture Framework 

 

As a phase-2 project, a considerable emphasis in the 5G ESSENCE is upon the use cases to show 

the feasibility of 5G. Furthermore, as a continuation project to SESAME, it is envisioned that 
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significant parts of its architecture design will be reused, adapted, and extended. Nevertheless, in 

the two “technical” WPs, (i.e.: WP3 and WP4), numerous tasks focus on this extension. 

While the cSD-RAN as a primary research and development goal of Task 3.1 does not directly map 

to any of the reference architecture (though it does share some traits with the definition of 

“virtual network”), its centralised control component should take into account information from 

the other components, most notably the orchestrator, to facilitate the envisioned global 

optimisation of the RAN. 

Task 3.2 will focus on the Network Embedded Edge Cloud. It will design Edge DC infrastructure, 

comprising the Light DC, for which it will build on the results from SESAME, and the Main DC. It 

will research heterogeneous computing platforms (x86, ARM, FPGA). Within the framework of this 

novel two-tier architecture, it will also suggest suitable hardware for each tier, keeping in mind 

the Light DC as a low-cost, lower-resource cloud platform that can leverage its immediate 

proximity to the network edge, while the Main DC will house computation-heavy tasks that 

require more powerful hardware. In the overall reference architecture framework, Task 3.2 thus 

focuses on the NFVI hardware. 

Task 3.3 will develop service-oriented network slicing mechanisms that will be deployed and 

controlled by the cSD-RAN controller. One important point is the development of fast and 

computation efficient methods to create virtual slices in the CESC cluster that can fulfill the 

requirements of slice coexistence, isolation, flexibility, manageability, and programmability. 

Within this investigation, the task will not limit itself to network-only or spectrum-only solutions, 

but also investigate joint network-and-spectrum solutions. Within the ETSI NFV reference 

architecture framework, this work can be mapped to the NFVI virtual network. 

Task 4.1’s focus is on efficient execution of virtual machines. The way to this goal is two-pronged: 

on the one side, the efficiency of the virtual tenants themselves is to be increased. This is to be 

done by investigating popular isolation techniques (namely, VMs and containers) and how the 

tenants can make more efficient use of the virtualised resources. For example, regarding VMs, 

unikernels as a lightweight, but complete virtualisation technique compared to standard, large 

VMs are to be considered. On the other side, the virtualisation software infrastructure itself 

should be made more efficient, for example, by investigating the virtualised network drivers 

supplied by popular virtualisation systems; for example, KVM or Xen31. Within the ETSI NFV 

reference architecture framework, this work can be mapped to the NFVI virtual computing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

31
  See, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xen. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xen
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Figure 23: Mapping of the 5G ESSENCE WP3 & WP4 to ETSI NFV ISF architecture  

 
Task 4.2 considers advanced telemetry acquisition and scheduling techniques. Within the scope of 

the 5G ESSENCE, this especially considers the dynamic collection of telemetry data on both the 

Light DC and Main DC nodes, adapting to the available data sources, resources, and requirements 

at any point in time regarding the time resolution of the telemetry data. Furthermore, a joint 

computing and network system telemetry is envisioned. Regarding the scheduling techniques, 

Task 4.2 investigates the use of machine learning to predict the resource requirements of VNFs, 

and to better place them within the bounds of the available hardware. To this end, it uses the 

advanced telemetry information from both the NFVI as well as the NFVs themselves as input to 

perform informed scheduling decisions. Within the ETSI NFV reference architecture framework, 

this work can be mapped to VIM and the VNF Manager. 

Task 4.3 focuses on the definition, design, and implementation of a service orchestrator to 

manage the network-embedded E2E services over the virtualised infrastructure. To enhance the 

functional capabilities of the orchestrator to appropriately manage initial service placement, 

scaling and migration, a new vital component will be implemented to be in charge of containing 

contextual information derived from the telemetry and analytical approaches. Within the ETSI 

NFV reference architecture framework, this work maps to the orchestrator. 

The use case packages are envisioned to use the system designed by WPs 3 and 4. As far as this is 

implemented within the form of VNFs, their mapping within the ETSI NFV reference architecture 

framework can bet seen from Figure 23.  

Considering the use cases focused upon in the 5G ESSENCE, it is also possible to compare and 

align them with the use cases provided by the ETSI ISG NFV as reference use cases [53]. Note that, 

since the ETSI ISG NFV is not an SDO, these ones do not claim to be standards, but rather 

guidelines providing examples of interest in the field of NFV. 
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In general, since there is a strong focus on multi-tenancy in the 5G ESSENCE, all use cases align 

with reference use case 1 (NFVIaaS). This provides the description of an NFVIaaS setup as the 

foundation of multi-tenancy, considering the roles of Cloud Service Users (CSUs) and Cloud 

Service Providers (CSPs). 

NFV use case 4, Virtualisation of Mobile Base Stations aligns quite well with the overall project 

goal of creating a cSD-RAN. However, it should also be noted that the related ETSI use case 3 

(Virtualisation of Mobile Core Network and IMS) explicitly acknowledges the benefit of network 

virtualisation in disaster situations, giving additional credibility to the 5G ESSENCE use case 2. 

Both the 5G ESSENCE use cases 1 and 3 with their focus on data entertainment data delivery 

share a vision with NFV use case 6, “Virtual Content Delivery Network”. This is especially true for 

the 5G ESSENCE use case 3, with multi-tenant distributed content provision inside an airplane 

over a shared infrastructure. 

For obvious reasons, NFV use case 9, “Network Slicing” applies to all 5G ESSENCE use cases across 

the board, since network slicing is an integral part of the 5G ESSENCE architecture. For the same 

reasons, NFV use case “Rapid Service Deployment” applies across the board due to the 5G 

ESSENCE’s goals of increasing the performance of the virtualisation platform. 

It should also be noted that, while NFV use case 14, “VNF composition across multiple 

administrative domains” does not align with the 5G ESSENCE to 100%, there is a strong similarity: 

while the 5G ESSENCE does not necessarily target cross-domain orchestration, both NFV use case 

14 and the 5G ESSENCE target the composition of service across multiple domains. In the 5G 

ESSENCE’s case, the two-tier architecture targets a similar cross-domain orchestration over very 

different domains (the Main DC and Light DC) and the resulting heterogeneous NFVI. 

4.3.3 Compliance and Mapping to SCF 

Considering the Small Cell Forum (SCF) concepts, many of the comparisons to draw directly stem 

from SESAME’s architecture. For example, the strong focus on multitenancy can be mapped to 

SCF’s Multi-Operator Core Network (MOCN) concept. By providing the CESC infrastructure to 

tenants, the network can effectively be used by multiple operators that act as tenants on the 

infrastructure. Considering the addition of the cSD-RAN controller in the 5G ESSENCE, the 

architecture can now be mapped to a “RAN sharing MOCN”. 

There is also a clear correspondence to the topic “Virtualisation in Small Cells” that has been 

discussed repeatedly and in detail by the SCF. Already in the beginning [54], the SCF recognised 

the need for a common architecture as a key barrier to adopting virtualisation in small cells. 

Recently, the SCF revisited the topic [55], reinforcing its importance. In that context, it also 

acknowledged the importance of open-source software and initiatives to “drive” small cell 

acceptance, which aligns well with the 5G ESSENCE’s target of releasing results as open-source 

prototypes or open specifications. 

4.4 NFV Orchestration  

At the time of designing the architecture for the SESAME project, an analysis of the different NFV 

Orchestration technologies was produced [56], but back then, the target for the Technology 

Readiness Level (TRL) was less ambitious. In the 5G ESSENCE and with the knowledge acquired, 

the target is to achieve TRLs of 4 or 5. These levels mean: 
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 Level 4: basic service orchestration, i.e. VNFs fully operational and configured for service 

(chain of VNFs). Scale in/out support. Programmatically exposed KPIs.  

 Level 5: full service orchestration and lifecycle management support, i.e. VNF test 

certification. Automated upgrade. Automatic scale. Healing/maintenance support.  

Given these premises, the 5G ESSENCE project has chosen to utilise the ETSI Open Source MANO 

(OSM) for orchestration. The decision was done after analysing the main alternatives available for 

NFV Management and Orchestration, and taking into consideration the goals to be achieved.  

OSM has not been started from scratch but builds on the code and experience developed 

previously by: OpenMANO for the Resource Orchestration functionality. It uses JuJu Charms32, 

from Canonical, for VNF Modelling and configuration. The last pillar in which OSM is based is the 

Network Service Orchestration (NSO) Layer from RIFT.io33. OSM has a release cadence of six 

months, so new features or improvements are coming twice per year.  

The following Figure 24 illustrates the OSM architecture. At the time of writing, the stable release 

is release 3 [57], so the architecture diagram reflects release 3. 

Figure 24: OSM Architecture (Release 3) 

  

                                                           

32
  For more details, also see: https://jujucharms.com/.  

33
  See: https://riftio.com/. 

https://jujucharms.com/
https://riftio.com/
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4.5 5G ESSENCE environment for introducing mobile edge services  

4.5.1 Deploying a Mission-Critical service on the 5G ESSENCE architecture 

From Release 11 onwards, 3GPP is considering the requirements of Mission-Critical (MC) 

communications as a central topic to address the key requirements of the next generation 

broadband Public Safety (PS) networks. Clearly, there is a trend towards different forms of 

network sharing models as opposed to building out dedicated legacy PS networks. 

In order to support the demanding set of requirements of the Public Safety (PS) vertical, the 5G 

ESSENCE project proposes a Software Defined Radio Access Network (SD-RAN) architectural 

framework that leverages NFV and SDN to provide a complete virtualised ecosystem suitable for 

the execution of Virtual Network Functions (VNF). This way, building 5G-based MC 

communication services at the Edge DC makes it possible to relieve the core network from the 

traffic that can be efficiently processed and served closer to the end user and, thus, to reduce the 

response time, which favours the service itself as well. To this aim, the decoupling of the control 

and user planes of the different stacks frees from the enormous fronthaul latency restrictions. 

Additionally, the use of end-to-end network slicing mechanisms will allow sharing the 

infrastructure among other vertical industries or services and customising its capabilities on a per-

tenant basis. 

4.5.1.1 Mission Critical Push-To-Talk (MCPTT) service 

Mission-Critical Push-to-Talk (MCPTT) service, as a relevant component of MC communications, is 

an IP-based MC service that can benefit from the 5G ESSENCE platform. This kind of service 

requires of a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) core such as IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) to 

operate. An IMS aims to reach interoperability for session control in all-IP Next Generation 

Networks and is currently implemented as a centralised subsystem attached to the Evolved 

Packet Core (EPC) of each operator.  

Adopting the 5G ESSENCE architecture, MC services can be distributed near the end-user, making 

use of MEC capabilities obtained throughout the virtualisation of the resources in the Edge DC. 

This distribution of services in the proximities of the end-user benefits first responders from 

reduction of call setup times, responsiveness of the communications and mouth-to-ear latency. 

Thanks to NFV, it also enables service providers to scale the user plane on demand in specific 

locations straightforwardly. 

Depending on the characteristics of the target service architecture, there are two alternatives in 

order to bring a MCPTT service to the edge. Due to the complexity of the MCPTT service and the 

associated service management functions, the first service deployment scheme considers that 

most of the administrative and management tasks remain at the core network and only the 

media-related user plane is transferred to the edge. The second deployment scheme considered 

brings the whole MCPTT system to the edge, requiring higher number of edge resources.  
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Figure 25 shows the first possibility, where there is a centralised MCPTT service in the core 

network for OAM and call signalling, though distributing MCPTT user plane replications (MCPTT 

Participating and Controlling Application Servers) along the Edge DC. This way, pure control 

elements of the service, such as MCPTT CMS, GMS or IdMS, are exclusively located behind the 

EPC, but call managers have MCPTT user plane copies at the edge of the network to help scaling 

the service nearer to the end-user, achieving to reduce “mouth-to-ear” latency of the service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Distributed MCPTT user plane at the Edge DC 

 

With this scheme, OAM and call signalling procedures are performed against the centralised 

instance of the service. During the call set-up, the central MCPTT instance will assign the MCPTT 

Application Server (MCPTT AS) that will manage the call. In this particular case, the assigned 

server is located in the Edge DC and will manage the calls among the users attached to the cell 

cluster. From this moment on, the UEs know the destination IP of the MCPTT AS they have to 

connect to. Instead of forwarding the user data as usual through the GTP tunnel until the central 

servers, this GTP tunnel will be broken for the RTP34/RTCP35 traffic that goes to the local MCPTT 

AS.   

In case of a handover outside the CESC cluster, it could not be possible to forward the traffic to 

the local MCPTT server. Therefore, this solution is only valid to manage calls among the users 

                                                           

34
  For more details see, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real-time_Transport_Protocol.  

35
  For more details see, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RTP_Control_Protocol.  
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actually attached to the small cell cluster. Otherwise, the solution would require some kind of 

synchronisation between the different MCPTT instances at the core network and at the different 

clusters.  

The second alternative, depicted in Figure 26, corresponds to a tactical bubble. The isolation of 

this option requires the deployment of the complete MCPTT service locally. 

In this case, the use case considers the deployment of a fully distributed service at the edge, 

without the need to connect to the central service at all. This, the local MCPTT service needs to 

provide not only the media plane support but all the OAM and call signalling features.  

If the local users need to communicate with external users, this should be considered as MCPTT 

communications between different administrative domains, requiring inter-AS communications. 

 

Figure 26: Distributed MCPTT complete service at the Edge DC 

 

4.5.1.2 Mission Critical Chat and Content Delivery Service 

Not directly considered by the 3GPP (note that the MCPTT service has a dedicated and high 

priority QoS Class Identifier (QCI) in LTE standards), our chat service empowered with smart 

content distribution is deployed over the top of the communication infrastructure. Consequently, 

this deployment does not require the use of intrinsic and dedicated signalling interfaces. 

However, the proposed architecture in the 5G ESSENCE can greatly optimise the chat and content 

delivery application in terms of (software) architecture as well as the offered service.  

More practically, our application is based on publish/subscribe messaging pattern whereby 

participating public safety workers register to a particular content that can be related to the type 

of their activity, their GPS position, or type of content e.g. video, chat, etc. This content is stored 

and managed in dedicated database (content DB) deployed in the communication infrastructure. 

A major challenge with such technique resides in placing the content as close as possible to the 

user interested in this information. 
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In the 5G ESSENCE we will leverage the multi-tier architecture to optimise the content placement 

based on the topic popularity and interest for a particular set of users. Moreover, a particular 

attention in the public safety application is drawn to the security and the reliability of designed 

application. For this reason, an authentication server that manages the identity of participating 

subscribers and their privileges is required in our deployment. This server should be deployed and 

administrated in a way to remain accessible for the highest number of public safety rescuers. 

 

Figure 27: Distributed chat service user plane 

 

Figure 27 depicts the proposed architecture for exploiting the virtualisation capabilities offered by 

the 5G ESSENCE solution. In order to be fully distributed and operational, our service ensures a 

seamless synchronisation between the deployed content databases. This synchronisation is 

necessary the consistency between replicated content in multiple levels of databases in particular 

when disconnections between the Edge DC and the Core DC occur. 

Indeed, tackling a tactical bubble deployment (i.e. an isolated edge from the core network) is a 

strong requirement in public safety applications. In other words, the deployed service should 

continue to operate between local participants and restore the fully connected state whenever 

the connection to the core is available again. For this reason, as for the MCPTT service, the 

resilience for backhaul disconnections is considered. Typically, in the chat and content distribution 

service, it is often required to push popular content as close as possible to interested users. 

Therefore, using a MEC approach a content DB can be dynamically deployed in the Light DC of the 

Edge whenever needed. However, the authentication of authorised users can still take place a 

level higher in the Main DC (refer to Figure 28 for an illustration). In fact, such operation takes 

place less often and requires a stable and efficient hardware. Thanks to the a replication 

algorithm implementation, consistency with the core DB can be ensured by updating and 
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resolving potential conflicts in the databases with latest content whenever a connection to the 

core is available.  

  

Figure 28: Tactical bubble deployment of chat service 

 

4.6 Stadium Use Case 

The stadium use case shows a typical configuration that keeps traffic as close to the users as 

possible, for reasons such as digital media rights and low latency. It also shows that a close 

integration of the network service used allows using special network integration such as advanced 

broadcast or multicast technologies. Within the 5G ESSENCE infrastructure, the stadium use case 

will mainly use the light and/or central data centres to realise its services. The actual distribution 

of the service across the data centres is dependent on the actual load required by the system. 

Figure 29 shows two deployment options of the Edge Video Orchestration Service. For the 

stadium use case the deployment option with the Master Edge Video Orchestrator (EVO) service. 

For the stadium use case the deployment option with the EVO Master Orchestrator (EVO-MO) 

running on a light DC is chosen. In the selected stadium use case, the EVO does not do CPU 

intensive tasks (such as transcoding for external video sinks) and thus the light DC will have 

enough capacity. At the same time, this choice ensures that the video content is confined within 

the area the CESC is covering.  

In case where a cluster of CESCs is to be used for the bigger deployments, the EVO service can be 

deployed on each CESC’s light DC while being managed by an EVO Master orchestrator located on 

a central location. Should CPU intensive transcoding be needed, the EVO can delegate this task to 

other machines, either specially GPU enabled light DC’s or bigger machines on the Main DC.  
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Figure 29: Stadium use case deployment options 

In order to achieve multi-tenancy, the EVO service could be instantiated multiple times, 

depending on whether the services needed are also multi-tenancy capable. Within the context of 

this use case, the eMBMS functionality is potentially not multi-tenancy enabled.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) functionality will be triggered by 

the EVO-MO communicating to a Broadcast Multicast Service Centre (BMSC), which is running 

locally in the stadium premises. If a camera’s stream is to be transmitted via eMBMS (controlled 

by a management application) then the EVO-MO will request the BMSC to set up an eMBMS 

channel. Once this is set up, the BMSC acts as a proxy for the data and forwards it to the 

respective eMBMS channels. 

Figure 29 also shows mobile devices connected to the EVO service. Those make use of the 5G 

ESSENCE network infrastructure to send or receive data.  All devices use unicast transmissions for 

connecting to the EVO network service, which subsequently manages data transmission. 

Camera/Encoders use unicast transmission to transmit video and audio to the EVO service. Clients 

use eMBMS multicast reception to receive video and audio transmissions. 

The EVO services can deliver telemetry data to the NS Orchestrator. Typical values that can be 

sent (other than platform related values such as CPU, occupancy, network traffic etc.) are 

application specific information used for orchestration like the number of connected users.  

 

4.7 5G In-flight 

The 5G In-flight use case represents a very interesting and peculiar scenario for the deployment of 

the 5G ESSENCE architecture. This helps understanding the flexibility of the 5G ESSENCE solution 

and its capability to adapt to non-conventional environments. The services we are going to make 

available are mainly related to video and can be divided in two different categories. The first one 

consists on streaming and encoding to PErsonal Devices (PEDs) and aircraft devices (i.e. seat built-

in screens), the second on providing efficient wireless multicast on board (combining the eMBMS 

feature with the 5G ESSENCE architecture for on board applications). It is planned to make initially 

use of LTE and provide a heterogeneous radio access complemented by Wi-Fi capabilities to 
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distribute multiple services from different operators/providers at the same time within the same 

network infrastructure. 

The most important aspect to consider in this case is the strong limitation of the underlying 

hardware’s resources (compute, storage, and networking) that forces to choose carefully the 

architectural elements to deploy. Therefore, on one side, at SW level, we need to evaluate 

lightweight management and orchestration solutions (e.g. lightweight virtualisation solutions) 

that can be deployed on resource constrained hosts, managing alternative VNF realisations such 

as containers and uni-kernels. On the other side, there is the need to find the most efficient 

solution in term of performance/watt for the HW infrastructure aimed to process video contents. 

Clearly, this is an implementation choice that does not affect the overall 5G ESSENCE architectural 

approach but leverages on this. The research of the most efficient implementation solution is an 

aspect that will be pursued in this use case. The research of the most efficient solution is the 

aspect that more than others will characterise this use case.  

In the 5G ESSENCE deliverable D2.1, there is a detailed description about various services 

envisaged by this use case. Below, we will focus in particular to the challenges posed by the most 

demanding ones, that is those involving real-time video transcoding.  

From the SESAME experience, we know that applications performing video encoding (i.e. H26436, 

H26537) show very poor performance when running on generic CPUs. There are no shortcuts: It is 

all about number of CPU cores. Even different CPU architectures, like ARM, do not help. The 

conclusion is that in order to perform multiple real-time transcoding of high-definition videos, it is 

necessary to have a very powerful server infrastructure, not compatible with the airplane’s one. 

This is the typical case in which, using hardware accelerators can make the difference, permitting 

a considerable boost in performance while decreasing the overall power consumption. In this 

context, in SESAME we presented a VNF named VTU (Video Transcoding Unit) acting in two 

operational modes, namely: (i) off-line video transcoding, and; (ii) on-line video transcoding for 

live streaming. If a GPU is present in the server where the application is running, the VTU 

automatically uses it. This could be very helpful in many applications. 

The next generation of In-Flight Entertainment Communications (IFEC) systems can leverage 

significantly on the technical innovations of the 5G ESSENCE at the edge. As of today, passengers 

are able to access to a pre-defined catalogues of contents offered by the airlines but, in the near 

future the catalogue can be more dynamically populated with content (i.e. mainly video content) 

for example when an aircraft is docked. More importantly, different providers shall be able to 

upload their contents on-board to be consumed by passengers during the flight. Different video 

resolutions shall be accessible (i.e. HD720, HD1080, UHD 4K or 8K), leaving the user the possibility 

to choose which one to stream to different devices such as PEDs (tablets, smartphones owned by 

the passengers) or screens embedded in the seats. Along with the increased offer of contents to 

users, to mention some examples, newer services can include also virtual reality (e.g. offered to 

first class and business class passengers) and an interactive map that comes from cameras placed 

underneath the aircraft and which passengers can navigate. Although these two examples require 

further technical inspection, we can leverage on the wireless multicast capabilities of the 5G 

ESSENCE architecture. 

                                                           

36
  For further details see, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264/MPEG-4_AVC.  

37
  For further details see, for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Efficiency_Video_Coding.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264/MPEG-4_AVC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Efficiency_Video_Coding
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This use case fits very well with a MEC solution and, in particular, with the 5G ESSENCE 

environment. In this context, the micro-servers inside the CESCs are not meant to perform 

transcoding. This activity must be directed to Additional Compute resources (servers) directly 

attached to the central switch, where these servers could host GPUs, as show in Figure 30.  In this 

vision, Light DC and Main DC collapse in a compact platform, able to deploy the benefits of the 

two parts. 

 

  

Figure 30: Architectural view of a possible HW infrastructure on the Aircraft. The UHD video 

stream represents the data flow coming from the external camera. 

 

As mentioned above, the transcoding tasks will be done by the VTU. This is actually a VNF 

component (VNFC) whose content can be enriched by other VNFC, chained together to offer 

enhanced services. For example, it should be easy to overlap the main view of the landscape with 

other graphical information, e.g. external temperature, GPS coordinates, orientation with respect 

to the north. Even more interesting could be the possibility to offer to passengers virtual reality 

headsets reproducing the landscape in real time, as if they were suspended in the sky, sitting on a 

“transparent aircraft”. This service could be offered to a limited set of business-class passengers. 

All the depicted applications would be impossible to guarantee in a traditional LTE architecture, 

due to the limitation in backhaul bandwidth, the inability to support broadband cellular services 

and the latency introduced by a remote computing infrastructure. 

 

4.8 5G ESSENCE high level KPIs and mapping to ITU use cases 

Next generation networks and services continue to evolve, supporting ever increasing workloads and 

increasing traffic and diversity of supported services. This evolution is forcing the underlying network 

technologies to change, increasing the level of programmability, control and flexibility of configuration, 

while reducing the overall costs, pressing for new limits in the KPI set so far. This section gives an overview 

of what high level KPIs are in scope of the project, and what are the expected contributions and proposed 
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use cases towards achieving them. Furthermore, the link to the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) defined Use Cases (i.e., eMBB (Enhanced mobile broadband), URLLC (Ultra-reliable and low-latency 

communications), and mMTC (Massive machine type communications) is provided. Σφάλμα! Το αρχείο 

προέλευσης της αναφοράς δεν βρέθηκε. demonstrates the pilots proposed by the project and provides a 

link to the key addressed 5G functionalities.  

Table 1: 5G Functionalities addressed by the 5G ESSENCE 

Tests / Trials / 

Pilots Vertical 

UCs 

Brief UC Description Addressed 5G 

Functionalities 

ITU 5G Use 

Case 

5G Edge network 

acceleration for a 

stadium 

The 5G ESSENCE will demonstrate a combined 

5G-based video production and video 

distribution towards delivering benefits to both 

media producers and mobile operators, who 

will be able to offer enriched event experience 

to their subscribers.  

The production/distribution of locally generated 

content through the 5G ESSENCE platform, 

coupled with value-added services and rich user 

context, will enable secure, high-quality and 

resilient transmission, in real-time and with 

minimal latency. 

Low latency,  

increased backhaul 

capacity 

URLLC, mMTC 

Mission critical 

applications for 

public safety 

The 5G ESSENCE will involve one or more PS 

communications providers that will use the 

resources offered by a deployed 5G ESSENCE 

platform for the delivery of communication 

services to PS organisations in a country/region. 

In the mission critical use case, the 

infrastructure owner will exploit the 5G 

ESSENCE system capabilities to provide the 

required network/cloud slicing capabilities with 

dedicated SLAs to different types of tenants, 

prioritising the PS communications providers. 

E2E network slicing URLLC, eMBB 

Next-Generation 

integrated in-

flight connectivity 

and 

entertainment 

systems 

The 5G ESSENCE In-Flight Entertainment and 

Connectivity demo will test and validate the 

multi-tenancy enabled network solution for 

passenger connectivity and wireless broadband 

experience. The multi-RAT Cloud-Enabled Small 

Cells (CESCs) will be implemented as a set of 

integrated access points to be deployed on 

board. Afterwards, since inflight entertainment 

has to consider the explosive growth of multi-

screen content consumption, the 5G ESSENCE 

CESCs will stream on demand multi-screen 

video content (both from on board servers and 

via satellite/air2ground links) to the wireless 

devices. 

Multitenancy,  

Low latency 

 

 

URLLC 
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5 Edge DC for demanding services and radio scheduling  

5.1 5G ESSENCE services 

As already mentioned, the 5G ESSENCE platform has been designed taking into account the huge 

benefits of MEC, in order to improve user experience, bandwidth efficiency and to help mobile 

operators to lighten the service delivery process. All these can be considered common features of 

the MEC platform. Nevertheless, the 5G ESSENCE goes beyond a standard implementation of the 

MEC concepts introducing a two-tier virtualised execution environment.  

The first tier, named the Light DC, is the result of the clustering of the computing resources 

located inside the CESCs and is used to support the virtualisation of the Small Cell (through SC 

VNFs) and the execution of “light” service VNFs, characterised by low computing requirements.  

The second tier, named Main DC, is the place where the most computationally demanding VNFs 

can run and where implementing all the processes that can take advantage of a centralised view 

of the underlying infrastructure.  

Depending on the use case, the border between Light DC and Main DC can be more or less clear, 

with the possibility, in specific circumstances, to collapse in a unique physical layer. 

The introduction of the Main DC followed the experience made in SESAME where, alongside the 

tried and tested advantages of the Light DC, the problem of implementing much more demanding 

processes at the edge has been posed. In addition, the 5G ESSENCE Main DC hosts the cSD-RAN 

controller which, characterizing the radio resources in the domains of time/space/frequency, can 

manage efficiently the heterogeneous access network environment composed of different access 

technologies such as 5G RAN, LTE, and Wi-Fi.  

The introduction of a more powerful layer at the edge, such as the main DC, extends the benefits 

of MEC to a broader range of applications and contributes to improve the flexibility and scalability 

of the system. Applications that can take advantage of this architecture span from pervasive video 

services, Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications, Video analytics (VA), Big 

Data analytics, sometimes involving Machine Learning and AI algorithms. These kind of 

applications can be extremely demanding in term of CPU processing, storage performance and 

capacity, intra-cluster networking. At the point that the Main DC in some case could be compared 

to a real High Performance Computing (HPC) system that cannot help but specific Hardware 

accelerators such as GPUs, intelligent NICs, FPGAs. In general, managing HW accelerators and 

making them transparently available to every VNF goes against the assumption of every 

virtualised environment, of having a uniform HW platform made of CPU-only computing 

elements. The presence of HW accelerators bound to a virtual function implies the use of a SW 

layer that must be HW-aware, thus significantly complicating system management operations and 

scalability. Though, the advantages of HW acceleration can be so preponderant, in particular 

when performance, latency or Service Level Agreement (SLA) requirements are challenging, that 

not considering them can push a commercial product out of the market. In fact, acceleration is 

not just related to performance, but also to the reduction of the number of physical servers, 

footprint, network appliances and power consumption. In short, it can make the difference in the 

commercial proposition of a product. 

This is the reason why there is an effort in place by the main standardisation bodies to integrate 

accelerator resources in NFV platforms. With the introduction of the Main DC we can extend 

these capabilities at the edge with the relative advantages.  
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The deployment of such a platform could be faced introducing the concept of “computing island”, 

a cluster of nodes that is co-located and can be connected to the most traditional CPU-only Main 

DC offloading the latter from heavy workloads. The computing island can assume the form of a 

true HPC system running applications at bare metal, without the presence of any hypervisor. From 

the logical point of view the traditional part of the DC can invoke the computing island resources 

as PNFs that the NFV framework makes available in a transparent way, through a tight 

coordination between VIM, VNFM and orchestrator functions.  

Many innovative services can be addressed by the flexible 5G ESSENCE architecture leveraging its 

empowered MEC principles. Industry buzzwords like autonomous cars, tactile internet, Virtual 

Reality are now present everywhere and not talking about them could sound a little 

disappointing. And, of course, 5G has been created to “act” as the perfect global interconnected 

environment where every future-proof use case can be delivered. But the reason why the 

industry is accelerating its plans for commercial deployments of 5G is trivially the ever-increasing 

mobile broadband need as consumers continue to generate and consume more and more data 

(especially video) on their mobile terminals. 

The 5G ESSENCE will show two use cases in which video demanding services have to be deployed. 

Each of them will probably involve real or near real time transcoding of High Definition streams. 

Previous experiences carried out in SESAME showed that these heavy applications cannot be 

executed in the Light DC, especially in areas with high user density. In this case the availability of 

GPUs, possible in the Main DC, improves performance and efficiency (expressed in 

performance/power consumption ratio) lowering CAPEX and OPEX of the infrastructure. 

Other related services (i.e., Video caching, Video Surveillance, Augmented Reality, Big Data 

Analytics) can take advantage from a capable and performant storage infrastructure that can be 

hosted within the Main DC. In case of Video caching there is also the possibility to use the Main 

DC and Light DC as two caching levels, the Light DC being the most performant.  

Looking a little forward, it is very important to have a platform at the edge that is able to deal 

with the most promising computing algorithms. AI and ML are increasingly representing the 

foundation components of all of the applications, services and things that will be connected to the 

5G fabric. Their enabling capabilities are the engine of intelligent apps, analytics and intelligent 

things. In particular, when we look at intelligent apps and analytics we refer -for example- to 

intelligent user interface (i.e., conversation interface), intelligent actions (driven events), and a 

myriad of improvements related to Business intelligence and Analytics systems. It is important to 

consider AI not just as a mean of replacing people, but rather as augmented intelligence in 

assisting humans. Furthermore, the collaborative intelligence concept has to be understood in all 

its potential: think about drones, robots, autonomous vehicles, working cooperatively together. It 

is this collaborative notion and augmented notion that really can drive powerful AI capabilities in 

the future. Again, speaking about collaboration, you cannot help but speaking about low latency 

communications, calling into question edge infrastructures. 

Security is another fundamental theme in a pervasive, global IoT environment. We know that, at 

the application level, the best way to deal with such topic is going through a continuous adapting 

Risk and Trust process for each software module inside an application. This logical approach inside 

the code of an application can be extended at the physical level, where the intelligent edge 

platform acts as a multi-layer filter before potentially harmful contents can reach the core DC with 

much more devastating consequences. 
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Another important group of services will be those related to Immersive Experiences: Augmented 

Reality, Virtual reality, how we perceive the digital world merging the real and the virtual world in 

a combined digital experience. In this context, the MEC approach can really make the difference. 

Think about a museum and its huge amounts of information that could be made digitally available 

to the visitors for each exposed artwork. These are all location-related information; it would make 

no sense to retrieve them from a far core DC using backhaul Bandwidth resource, without having 

the reactivity of a local infrastructure.  The same could apply to every AR-related application. 

  

5.2 5G ESSENCE radio scheduling 

Radio resource management control is one of the key tasks within the cSD-RAN controller and is 

executed by a set of RRM algorithms typically consisting of a scheduler, admission/congestion 

control and other mechanisms of MAC layer. In case of LTE-like systems, the scheduler allocates 

Physical Resource Blocks based on the traffic type (or QoS requirements) and underlying channel 

quality as shown in D2.1.    

In order to be able to provide effective radio resource management for the virtualised RANs (i.e. 

the edge cloud) with potential to virtualise various components of typical wireless stack, the 

number of specific challenges has to be named first. The ultimate goal of such centralised 

resource control is on one hand assurance of the target 5G KPIs but on the other very practical 

need of MNO to reduce costs (OPEX, CAPEX) but also to address requirements of energy 

optimisation. Virtualisation of all or portions of baseband processing of wireless stack can be 

centralised which enables pooling and minimises over-provisioning of processing resources by 

right-sizing. To realise ubiquitous and universal network services in various use-cases, the 5G 

ESSENCE leverages SDN technology (two tier virtualisation) to break the technology gaps and 

regional strictness in both vertically tiered and horizontally celled heterogeneous networks. 

Baseline requirements for the design of the centralised SD-RAN scheduler are presented in the 

former D2.1 deliverable in section 5.2.6.3 “Radio resource management requirements”. In this 

section additional (more in depth) requirements for design of centralised scheduler are presented 

mainly based on the [58] and [59]: 

 

1. The use of general purpose platforms with real-time enhancements to support 

virtualisation should be considered at a target architectural points (radio unit – RU, 

distributed unit - DU or eventually centralised unit - CU). 

2. Cloud RAN virtualisation and resource pooling requires careful architectural design and 

placement of RRM portions. 

3. Identification of effective function split between network functions (virtual or physical) at 

the level of 3GPP radio stack. 

4. Effective interference mitigation techniques are necessary (especially as a way towards 

“cell less” architecture). 

5. To cope with demands of 5G networks it is needed to consider the need to mitigate issues 

related with: network convergence (i.e. vertical and horizontal handover and routing 

across tiers), load balancing in cell networks (this relates to traffic fluctuation in space and 

time which causes traffic load gets unbalanced) and handover (smaller cells, and fast 

moving terminals leads to frequent handovers).  
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The above challenges for the appropriate design of centralised scheduler are discussed below one 

by one.  

5.2.1 The use of general purpose platforms to apply virtualisation 

As General Purpose Platform (GPP) environments can be used for RAN functions it is challenging 

to assure real-time operation so that millisecond constraints can be met, for the Layer-1 function 

split. However it is possible to utilise e.g. GPP Linux38 for other compute heavy baseband parts 

like, for example, MAC scheduler within highly constrained time bounds (at the level lower than 

100 us). Scheduler and MAC must execute certain set of actions in every Transmission Time 

Interval (TTI) – but dedicated patches may be needed like, for example, “run to completion” which 

removes the randomness of the kernel interrupts to wake up tasks every TTI. Moreover on Intel 

x86 processors the Open Event Machine [60] an open source framework for a user-space run-to-

completion model), can be used and accelerated using the DPDK environment [61]. In addition to 

assure that Linux OS not migrates processes (like MAC, scheduler) across different processor 

cores, RAN functions should be pinned to a CPU core (to assure increased level of isolation from 

external processes special boot options can be used – like isolcpus39). Similarly, virtual CPUs of a 

virtual machine (VM) can be bound to physical ones. Applying such modifications has effect of 

creating an essentially dedicated environment for RAN functions. 

5.2.2 Cloud RAN virtualisation and resource pooling 

As cloud-RAN enables dynamic right-sizing of the processing resources based on workload it is 

essential to define the mapping between of virtualised entities (VM, containers), cells and CPU 

cores. Especially worth considering is the potential to divide RAN modules into “per-user” and 

“per-cell” operations. Definitely scheduling is “per-cell” operation because a cell’s scheduler has 

to consider scheduling metrics of all users in the cell (channel state and scheduling metrics of all 

users, and resources available) in order to make optimal resource allocations.  

It should be noted that according to there is a “trade-off” between virtualisation gain and 

implementation complexity, for example, whether to allocate resources on a per-user or per-cell 

basis. Moreover, it is suggested by some authors that in order to dynamically adjust RRU 

association to the DUs or CU over the fronthaul one possible solution is to use the time-

wavelength-division multiplexing over the Passive Optical Networks (PON). When traffic load rises 

and falls in cloud/centralised-RAN, virtual PONs (VPON) can be reformed accordingly. A VPON 

formation enables not only resource sharing, but also BS coordination. The whole radio access 

area can be partitioned into many service areas by formation of VPONs. A VPON formation 

enables not only resource sharing, but also BS coordination. RUs located in an area can be 

grouped into a VPON and controlled by the same DU. 

5.2.3 Identification of effective split at the level of 3GPP radio stack 

Various options of functional splits of the radio stack largely determine the latency and bandwidth 

required on the fronthaul link – various splits have been analysed by NGMN, [62] as well as the 5G 

NR specification [63]. For instance to ensure peak throughput and maximise effects of 

centralisation, the split low at the PHY layer, breaking the HARQ loop, a delay of 0,5ms is required 

                                                           

38
  See, for example: https://community.linuxmint.com/software/view/gpp. 

39
  See, for example: http://www.linuxtopia.org/online_books/linux_kernel/kernel_configuration/re46.html.  

https://community.linuxmint.com/software/view/gpp
http://www.linuxtopia.org/online_books/linux_kernel/kernel_configuration/re46.html
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on the fronthaul link roundtrip-time. In contrast splitting at the non-real-time Layer2/3 (e.g. MAC-

MAC) provides larger scale centralisation and lower latency/bandwidth requirements on 

fronthaul, while pooling gains are lowered, as baseband processing (PHY) has to be deployed near 

to the RRH. The placement of particular PHY, MAC functions should be jointly optimised by the 

VNF Manager or Orchestrator according to the ETSI MANO framework. Potential designs of VNF 

placement features for edge clouds, based on SESAME architecture were presented in [58] and 

more generic approach is presented in [Agrawal2017]. Today, consensus is yet to be achieved on 

how the fronthaul traffic will be transported between RUs and DUs, and how virtualisation of 

network resources will occur from a radio network segment to the centralised baseband 

processing units. 

5.2.4 Interference mitigation techniques 

As with dense cell sites the chances of interference due to poor planning will increase (more sites 

means more effort to optimise site parameters) various forms of combating interference need to 

be considered, for example: enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC) – operating at 

low time-scale, same as Coordinated Scheduling and Dynamic Point Selection (CSDPS) for DL and 

Joint Reception (JR) for UL; Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) – operating at fast time-scale. 

Latency of the information exchange between cells and the bandwidth available for coordination 

are key aspects which impact the multi-cell coordination performance [64], [65].  

The processing resources of distributed BSs in RAN (DRAN) are not designed for CoMP and 

signalling undergoes long delays (4-15ms) over backhaul links connecting BSs to the core network. 

That is why centralised RAN (CRAN) solutions are necessary with their virtualisation mechanism in 

place. When a user is mobile, CoMP provides seamless communication by re-forming dynamic 

clusters of RUs that can jointly transmit signal to the user. For resource allocation in SD-RAN, Edge 

cell design principles need a cross-layer optimisation framework, which assigns resources in an 

end-to-end manner, that is, by allocating (baseband BBU) processing resources, fronthaul 

transmission resources and radio resources for each user. 

However even when relevant parts of baseband in which coordination should happen are 

centralised, it is still possible to achieve coordination in decentralised manner by exchanging 

information between cells. Authors in [58] propose decentralised algorithm architecture for multi-

cell coordination – here schedulers of each cell exchange metrics with neighbours but has its own 

decision making function. Moreover, key insight from [66] is that performance of a multi-cell 

coordination technique in the centralised case, for a given latency of fronthaul, will be no better 

than its performance in the decentralised case, if the backhaul latency is the same as the 

fronthaul latency in the centralised case.  

5.2.5 Mitigate issues related with 5G traffic demands and mobility 

When the size of a cell gets smaller in 5G networks, the traffic load balance issue emerges in 

contrast to macro cells that can smooth the random fluctuation in the space domain. With cell 

size reduced to tens of meters in 5G cellular networks, quickly moving terminals lead to frequent 

handovers and additional latency is inevitable for wireless communications. When the handover 

occurs between different types of heterogeneous wireless networks, the large amount of 

overhead will decrease the data exchanging efficiency. The ultimate goal of designing an effective 

scheduler is to enable effectively “zero” interference. Such trend is recognised in literature as the 

“cell less architectures” [67]. Authors in [67] refer to an example of smart-cities, where there are 
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two levels of heterogeneity of communication networks. One of the levels refers to the different 

transmission technologies among Bluetooth, ZigBee, WLAN, millimeter-wave (mmWave), and 

even visible light communication (VLC) [68], while another level of heterogeneity is related to 

different configurations and parameters of the same transmission technology; for example, a 

heterogeneous cellular network consists of a macro-cell (and micro) tier and small-cell tiers. 

Conventional networks like WLAN and cellular networks have distinct characteristics.  

In a novel cell-less scheme proposed in [67], a mobile terminal can choose to access one or more 

BSs/APs by different uplinks and downlinks considering wireless channel status and its demands, 

or choose not to access any BS/AP when the mobile terminal is idle. In this approach mobile 

terminal does not associate with particular BSs/APs but the SDN controller decides which of them 

performs the data transmission to the terminal. Proposed scheme supports the adaptive 

adjustment of the number of BSs/APs by the requirements of the mobile terminal and the 

wireless channel status in different environments. Therefore, the overhead caused by handover is 

reduced, and the coverage probability is guaranteed for the mobile terminal. The traffic load 

balancing is achieved by resource scheduling in a large-scale network, which is performed by the 

SDN controller of converged cell-less communication networks. When there are data to be sent to 

a specified mobile terminal, the cSD-RAN controller in the cloud decides which ones of the BSs are 

chosen to form a cooperative group to perform downlink joint transmission, considering the 

location and channel status around the terminal. Some additional interesting aspects of the 

proposed cell-less approach are highlighted below [67]: 

 SDN controller (e.g. the cSD-RAN controller) will manage the selection of BSs/APs to be 

considered in the cooperative group (CESC cluster in case of the 5G ESSENCE).  

 Grouping of BS/AP into clusters requires feedback from the telemetry and analytics on 

the performance of recent cooperating groups (e.g. it might be beneficial to adjust 

size/composition of the cluster based on data requirements and mobility dynamics). 

 Multicast should be used in downlink data sent to the BS/AP cluster. 

 Mobility prediction is essential for the cSD-RAN controller to optimise BS/AP group and 

avoid traffic congestion at a hotspot (here the role of WP4 telemetry is again visible). 

When mobility of users is considered, the number of handovers can be minimised by 

forming a user-centric CESC (or CESC cluster) for a mobile user. 

 Coverage probability of coordinated cells can increase thanks to the cSD-RAN controller 

(scheduler) as the clusters are formed by local BSs and thus limit interference among BSs 

by converting the interference within the group into useful signal.  

 Converged cell-less communication network provides a flexible BS/AP sleeping scheme to 

decrease energy consumption under the control of cSD-RAN controller. Moreover, various 

power levels can be configured for a BS depending on its state (sleeping, listening, ready, 

transfer). In situations where traffic load is small the redundant BSs can be adjusted to 

sleep to save energy.  

 It is an important challenge to design a compatible protocol for converged cell-less 

communication network. 

 Cloud RAN can save energy because of two aspects: pooling resources and forming cell-

centric virtualised CESCs (clusters).  

Based on the careful analysis of the mentioned aspects, the scheduler design process should be 

streamlined. However it requires highlighting that, in parallel to the design conditions overview in 
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this deliverable, the core of the scheduler design will be performed under the umbrella of the 

WP3 work-package and especially in Task 3.1. That is why preliminary results of the work on 

designing the scheduler will be used to update the cSD-RAN architecture in the frame of the D2.3 

deliverable (due M18). 

5.2.6 Baseline Scheduler  

A LTE eNB scheduler consisting of the two configurable scheduling algorithms: simple round robin 

(RR) (designed for benchmarking) and advanced channel-aware proprietary scheduling algorithm 

will be used as a baseline. It is recommended to interact with LTE eNB protocol stack through a 

Small Cell Forum compliant interface (FAPI) extended to support Carrier Aggregation. The use of 

standardised FAPI interface enables out-of-the-box cooperation capabilities with popular open-

source protocol stacks (e.g., OpenAirInterface). The criteria considered by LTE eNB Scheduler 

during the process of making a scheduling decision, in comparison to other schedulers, is provided 

in Figure 31. These criteria will provide a solid background to develop a centralised scheduler that 

considers the requirements and capabilities described in the chapter above.  

 

Figure 31: support for Carrier Aggregation means ability to activate/deactivate second 
component carrier 

Proposed LTE eNB Scheduler allocates time, frequency and space resources based on the input 

parameters such as eNB configuration, QoS parameters and channel state information. In terms 

of the latter, the typical scheduling algorithms are designed based on the exact channel state 

information. In reality however, the scheduler does not have the perfect knowledge about the 

environment and has to rely on the information received from the neighbouring layers, such as 

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) or Sounding Reference Signal (SRS), determined and sent by the 

UE. The granularity of such measurements is far from optimal as it is usually averaged over larger 

number of resources, therefore it does not reflect the exact environment changing behavior. 

Hence the practical approach for scheduling algorithm must base its decisions on the 

measurements provided by 3GPP standard instead of real channel conditions. Moreover, in the 
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5G ESSENCE an essential component that provides telemetry measurements will be developed (in 

WP4) and should be also able to offer raw/pre-processed radio KPIs. The potential candidates for 

such relevant measurements will on one hand depend on the capabilities of the commercial small 

cells provided by Casa or developed as proof-of-concept in the project. On the other hand the 

measurements will also consider the SON parameters listed in the SCF document [5], based on the 

3GPP standardisation. 

LTE PHY Lab is oriented on 5G experimentations hence its functionalities extends the 3GPP 

specification by introducing potential 5G features, such as e.g. UFMC40 modulator and 

demodulator. Due to modular software architecture, LTE PHY Lab can be used as a framework for 

wide 5G exploration in the 5G ESSENCE, where other new waveforms or algorithms possible to be 

included in future 3GPP releases can be validated and verified. LTE PHY Lab was successfully 

verified and used in many projects and experiments. Currently, LTE PHY Lab is one of the key 

components in showcase 3 of the eWINE41 project, where the mutual influence of GFDM and 

OFDM is examined.  

  

                                                           

40
   UFMC – Universal Filtered Multi Carrier – one of the 5G waveform candidates. 

41
  “eWINE” stands for elastic Wireless Networking Experimentation. The project is conducted under the H2020 

programme. For more details also see: https://ewine-project.eu/.  

https://ewine-project.eu/
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6 Architectural innovations proposed by the 5G ESSENCE 
The 5G ESSENCE architecture envisioned in this deliverable can be extended based on the current 

trends towards 5G that are identified by different standardisation groups, in particular the 5G-PPP 

working groups. In fact, different 5G ESSENCE partners actively attend the 5G-PPP technical 

meetings offering their contributions and bringing more innovation into the solutions designed for 

the project.  

For example, current virtualisation technologies considered in the 5G ESSENCE architecture allow 

bringing mobile core functions close to the mobile edge, thus enabling deploying the services in a 

more effective way in proximity to final users as indicated in [69]. 

 

Figure 32: 5G-PPP Overall Architecture model 

 

According to this approach, we would like to underline that there are several advantages brought 

by the proposed architectural solution: the straightforward impact on the current 5G ESSENCE 

architecture would be to deploy solution taking into account the many elements of the 5G target 

architecture taking into account scalability, resilience, reliability, how the project achieves better 

performance on these differences between distributed/centralised components as described in 

Figure 32. 

The 5G ESSENCE architecture will be able to develop new services with heterogeneous 

characteristics; the proposed solution offers a better flexibility realizing the requirements coming 

from the new services and maintaining also the compatibility with the previous ones. Besides, as 

requested from the use cases, the requirements of the 5G ESSENCE architecture correctly deal 

with the scalability.   
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The development of systems architectures of the previous access generations had as target the 

growth of network performance (essentially throughput). In the 5G ESSENCE case, the approach is 

different: the systems architecture is developed according to two prevailing design drivers: 

1) the growth of network performance: throughput, latency, connections density, etc. 

2) the scalability, flexibility and agility of the network: dynamically reshaping and reassigning 

the resources dedicated to the different functionalities and acceleration of the "Time to 

Market" for the insertion of new functionalities into the network.  

Architectural innovations in the area of network “softwarisation”, virtualisation and cognitive 

network management are introduced within the 5G ESSENCE architecture to support the 

aforementioned design drivers. As described, the 5G ESSENCE architecture is designed to offer a 

high scalability by a programmable platform to simplify and accelerate the deployment and 

delivery of the final solutions based on the NFV and SDN capabilities. One of the key architectural 

concept that provides novelty from this perspective is the decoupling of control and user planes 

for the Radio Access Network (RAN). The massive virtualisation introduced in the 5G ESSENCE 

architecture at a network elements level allows to centralise the network control functions 

offering a capillary control of resources, and the ability to execute sophisticated end-to-end 

routing schemes for each application/transaction as requested by the expected applications.  The 

most important result of the 5G ESSENCE architecture is the possibility to implement the Network 

“as a service” model, increasing service agility by flexibly allocating network and computational 

resources. Depending on the service to be delivered and the physical infrastructure currently 

available, the functionalities are dynamically instantiated where needed and using optimal 

amounts and types of infrastructure resources. Commissioning and dynamic de-commissioning 

are enabled (both over time and in space) according to the use cases to be used, realizing the 

scalability of the offered solution. 

To complete the analysis of the innovations proposed by the 5G ESSENCE, we focus our attention 

on the solutions designed in the architecture to cope with the Orchestration capabilities, 

automated management of network capabilities and SDN, realizing a technological context 

completely oriented to the services described in the different use cases. The intelligent 

components introduced by the 5G ESSENCE supporting decisions to be made at both 

infrastructure and service level provide key support for the automation of resource orchestration, 

reducing human intervention in critical scenarios, increasing the speed and the precision of the 

reaction to events changing the status of the system, further enabling scalability in the presence 

of very high number of resources to be orchestrated. This is firstly enabled by the usage of 

sophisticated distributed instrumentation components, which expand previously defined 

architectures, providing scalable solutions to the problem of collecting run-time information 

about the status of physical and virtual network resources, in order to guarantee a high fidelity 

and scalable centralised view of the whole network. Secondly, automated intelligent decisions 

need to be generated for the management of 5G networks. The introduction of analytics 

architectural modules at the orchestration level supports this requirement, enabling the efficient 

consumption of instrumentation data and the generation/triggering of effective orchestration 

actions to follow infrastructure dynamicity, while ensuring service performance and security 

guarantees to the 5G ESSENCE’s architecture. In order to boost the efforts for the provision of 

security guarantees, in the 5G ESSENCE, we will delve into topics of infrastructure/system 

integrity and operational survivability, which are keys to achieving 5G security. 
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Finally, it is essential to associate the capabilities of the network (bandwidth, power consumption, 

management) with the increasingly stringent requirements of the new radio access (throughput, 

latency, reliability). This involves both the use of a virtualised 5G ESSENCE architecture in the 

access network (V-RAN), and the increasing de-centralisation at the edge of the content network 

for real-time applications, according to the MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) approach. 

The 5G ESSENCE architecture is an important contribution in the area of the “Network slicing”, 

and can impact on standardisation, since it allows creating an infrastructure based on different 

virtualised networks, specialised for each service, able to overcome the inefficiencies of current 

dedicated hardware deployments, supporting multi-tenancy at the same time.  

Looking at the market trends, a further main advantage of the proposed 5G ESSENCE architecture 

is with respect to mobility support in different complex contexts, crucial in the design of future 

mobile systems according to the two prevailing design drivers already described above. 
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7 Conclusions 
In this deliverable, we presented the state-of-the-art (SOTA) with respect to relevant 5G-PPP 

projects and technology trends. In order to address the needs and requirements of robust and 

agile network management, and building upon the pillars of network functions virtualisation, 

mobile-edge computing and cognitive management.  

The 5G ESSENCE’s goal is the development and demonstration of an innovative architecture, 

capable of providing Small Cell coverage to multiple operators “as a Service”, enriched with a two-

tier architecture: a first distributed tier for providing low latency services and a second centralised 

tier for providing high processing power for computing-intensive network applications. To that 

end, the 5G ESSENCE envisages to virtualise and to partition Small Cell capacity while, at the same 

time, it aims to support enhanced edge cloud services by enriching the 5G ESSENCE with an edge 

cloud. In the previous sections, the envisaged use-case scenarios and the proposed system-level 

architecture have been introduced.  

This document presents a first approach to the high-level overall architecture of the 5G ESSENCE 

system, the entities and the main interfaces/reference points. All 5G ESSENCE’s partners 

contributed to this endeavor, achieving consensus among the consortium members on the initial 

architectural vision.   

Moreover, this deliverable illustrates the high-level KPIs, as elaborated during the first phase of 

the project. Notably, the flexible design of the CESC platform and the two-tier cloud and the 

associated management layers promote a shared virtualised infrastructure, i.e., a cloud 

environment, right at the network’s edge. This allows multiple services, as for example Virtual 

Network Functions, to be deployed at a very much lower time scale, on demand, and at the edge 

of the network. 

Based on the presented architecture, the project can proceed to the next tasks, which are the 

detailed definition of the 5G ESSENCE layers and subsystems (deliverable D2.3) as well as the 

initiation of the implementation phase. Using an iterative approach, the feedback received from 

the detailed subsystems’ design and specification as well as from the early phases of 

implementation will help to refine and amend the overall architecture.   
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